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1 CONTEXT SCOPE AND RATIONALE 
1.1 PROPOSAL BACKGROUND 

South32 Worsley Alumina Pty Ltd (Worsley) is proposing to continue existing mining operations and access additional ore 
resources to maintain the continuity of the Boddington Bauxite Mine (BBM), w hich has been in operation for over 35 years.  These 
w orks are referred to as the Project.  Bauxite is mined and transported to various crushing facilities at Marradong and Saddleback 
before being transported via overland conveyor to the Worsley Refinery (the Refinery).  Alumina refinery production is currently 
permitted at a rate of 4.7 Million tonnes per annum (Mtpa). 
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The refining process and management of bauxite residue is expected to continue w ithin the approved Project boundaries under 
current and future approvals.  Current operations are subject to Ministerial Statement No. 719 (MS719).  MS719 contains  
environmental conditions relating to management of the Refinery and residue disposal areas.  It also consolidates and replaces 
environmental management commitments as set out in previous approval documents. 

1.2 PURPOSE 

The Air Quality and Dust Management Plan – RLA has been prepared in accordance w ith the requirements of Condition 14 of 
MS719 .   

This objectives of air quality management, as defined in the consolidated management conditions of MS719 is to ensure that best 
available practicable and eff icient technologies are used to minimise and monitor air emissions from the refinery and bauxite 
residue disposal areas.   For note, condition 14-1 of MS719 w as signed off as complete by the former Department of Environment 
and Conservation.  This document has been updated to satisfy the requirements of condition 14 of MS719 and to contemporise 
the plan to support current progressing approval applications as outlined in the Worsley Alumina Mine Expansion Environmental 
Review  Document (ERD). 

This Air Quality and Dust Management Plan describes the strategies and procedures that have been implemented to ensure 
Worsley complies w ith its obligations and management objectives so that the amenity of nearby residences is protected from 
signif icant air quality and dust impacts resulting from the alumina refining process and management of bauxite residue.   

MS719 replaces Statement No. 423 and its commitments relating to dust from mining and transport.  This Plan consolidates  
Worsley’s air quality and dust management commitments and obligations, as described under the follow ing approvals and 
documents: 

• MS719; 
• Environmental Licence No. 4504/1981; and  

• South32 Environment Standard. 
This management plan is a directory to those documents associated w ith air quality and dust management.  It also provides the 
objectives for air quality and dust management that must be adhered to w hen preparing or modifying documents that relate to air 
quality and dust management. 

1.3 SCOPE 

This Plan applies to all current and future approvals boundaries, including activities at the Worsley Alumina Refinery (Refinery).  
Regarding air quality and dust, this includes activities relating to ambient air quality (specif ically particulate matter) Refinery  
process emissions and the Bauxite Residue Disposal Areas (BRDAs) w ithin the Refinery Lease Area (RLA).  

This management plan includes a description of: 

• The environmental setting of the RLA, as it relates to air quality and dust; 

• Potential environmental and social impacts associated w ith high recorded levels; 

• Principle objectives and/or criteria relevant to air quality and dust management; 

• The strategies and actions to manage air quality and dust that are specif ied w ithin various documents; 
• Monitoring and revision mechanisms to ensure that the performance of air quality and dust management measures is routinely  

assessed against the objectives, including fugitive emissions; and 

• Processes for the reporting of performance and the identif ication and/or implementation of  change, based on feedback. 
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Figure 1: Worsley Project Location   
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The Plan includes review  mechanisms to ensure that the air quality and dust management techniques are kept up to date w ith 
community and government expectations and industry performance benchmarks.  The plan also includes a management action 
table to assist in the implementation of the plan. 

This plan excludes the management of greenhouse gases from the Refinery and dust management of the planned mining 
operations w ithin the Contingency Bauxite Mining Envelope (located w ithin the RLA).  Separate management plans (Greenhouse 
Gas Management Plan (200000337) and Dust Management Plan – Bauxite Mining and Transport (01012524)), discuss 
management processes and conditions relating to other emission sources and impacts from Worsley operations.  

1.4 CURRENT MINISTERIAL CONDITION REQUIREMENTS 

MS719 effectively consolidates the various pre-existing air quality and dust management commitments made by Worsley in 
previous environmental assessments, into a management plan that addresses air quality and dust impacts caused by the alumina 
refining process and residue storage management.  

The design of this plan, and associated monitoring program, is to meet the requirements of the South32 Environment Standard 
through the follow ing management objectives: 

• Ability to detect emissions trends at the earliest possible opportunity 
• Ability to rapidly detect and respond to any environmental impact associated w ith operational activities; 

• Ensure compliance w ith legal obligations; and 

• Determine w hether current controls are effective. 

1.5 STATUTORY, REGULATORY AND CORPORATE REQUIREMENTS 

1.5.1 Environmental Licence No. 4504/1981 

There are a number of conditions in Worsley’s Environmental Licence that are relevant to this Plan.  This includes the follow ing 
general requirements: 

• The Licensee shall target point source emissions to air at or below  specif ied levels. 

• The Licensee shall take specif ied management actions in the case of any target emission exceedance event.  
• The Licensee shall ensure that all laboratory samples are submitted to and tested by a laboratory w ith current NATA 

accreditation for the parameters being measured. 

• The Licensee shall ensure that all monitoring equipment used on the Premises complies w ith the conditions of the licence 
and is calibrated in accordance w ith the manufacturer’s specif ications and the requirements of the Licence and any relevant 
Australian standard. 

• The Licensee shall undertake all specif ied monitoring in accordance w ith the Licence specif ications. 

• The Licensee shall ensure that Continuous Emissions Monitoring System (CEMS) sampling required under the Licence is 
undertaken at sampling locations in accordance w ith AS 4323.1 or relevant part of the CEMS Code.  

• the Licensee must submit by 30 September after the end of the annual period, an Annual Audit Compliance Report indicating 
the extent to w hich the Licensee has complied w ith the Conditions in the Licence for the annual period. 

1.5.2 Air Quality Guidelines 

Particulate emissions from the Refinery and BRDAs are subject to air quality standards as described by the National Environment 
Protection (National Pollutant Inventory, NPI) Measure or NEPM NPI for Ambient Air Quality (NEPC, 2021).  The Refinery must 
provide data on key emissions to the NPI on an annual basis.  Annual results are available via http://w ww.npi.gov.au/npi-
data/search-npi-data. 

http://www.npi.gov.au/npi-data/search-npi-data
http://www.npi.gov.au/npi-data/search-npi-data
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1.5.2.1 Refinery and BRDA Emissions 

Refinery and BRDA dust standards for air quality for particulate matter 10 micrometres or less in size (PM10); as w ell as advisory, 
although not required, reporting standards for f ine particulate matter 2.5 micrometres or less in size (PM2.5), w hich is typical smoke 
particle size.  The goals for the measure (as outlined in Table 1 1) specify the maximum allow able levels for PM10.  

In 2011, the Department of Environment and Conservation (DEC) released an updated dust management guideline, ‘A guideline 
for managing the impacts of dust and associated contaminants from land development sites, contaminated sites remediation and 
other related activities’.  This guideline w as developed to assist proponents in developing and implementing dust management 
programs specif ic to their operations.  It covers the management of dust generated from land clearing activities, earthw orks during 
construction, remediation of contaminated sites, demolition w orks, bulk materials handling, mining and quarrying activities  
including the storage, transport and stockpiling of soil or other material on site (DEC, 2011).  This document has been used as a 
guideline for the design of appropriate monitoring and management methods for BRDA dust emissions that may be generated by 
Worsley’s residue management and other possible refinery activities.  

The BRDAs also represent the primary source of fugitive particulate emissions as they encompass most of the cleared land area 
w ithin the refinery lease.  Other sources include material handling locations and stockpiling facilities.  From an amenity basis, 
fugitive particulate emissions (dust, PM10) from the BRDAs have the potential as a visual impact. 

The Air Emissions Impact Assessment (AEIA) Project (2008) w as commissioned to examine the potential risks of Refinery  
emissions on the health of the w orkforce and on the health and amenity of the local community.  Actions from this prompted an 
improvement project pipeline for air quality and the construction of an air emissions inventory.  Version 3 of the Air Emissions  
Inventory w as completed upon the completion of the previous refinery expansion project (January 2018).  

The Version 3 inventory show s that material emissions are:  

• Carbon Monoxide (CO); 

• Sulphur Dioxide (SO2); 

• Nitrogen Dioxide (NOx); 
• Particulates; 

• Odour; and 

• Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs). 
Worsley has conducted f ield odour surveys on both the 16 December 2007 and 17 January 2008.  A separate VOC and odour 
monitoring campaign w as conducted in autumn 2006 to determine the rate of emissions from the Refinery Catchment Lake (RCL)  
and associated processes.  Odour emission monitoring results are included in the Air Emissions Inventory (V2 (ChemSearch, 
2007) and V3 (Environmental Alliances Pty Ltd, 2018)). 

For the management of emissions that may be generated by Worsley’s BRDA and Refinery processes, the NEPM NPI for ambient 
air quality (PM10) has been applied as an objective and/or target for site, the NEPM requirements are show n in Table 1. 
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Table 1: National Environmental Protection Measure for Ambient Air Quality 

Pollutant Averaging period 
Maximum 
concentration 

Maximum allowable 
exceedances Reporting 

Standards and goal for pollutants other than particles as PM10 

Particles as PM10 1 day 50 µg/m3 Nil Exceedances, 
except by exceptional 
event (i.e. f ire or dust 
occurrence)  

DWER and logged 
event in G360. Annual 
reporting in AER Particles as PM10 1 year 25 µg/m3 

1.5.2.2 Refinery Stack Emissions 

The Refinery stack emission monitoring is licenced under part V of the Environmental Protection Act (1986) licence number  
L4504/1981/17, w hich outlines the location and monitoring requirements for emissions at the Refinery as w ell as the management 
actions should an exceedance be experienced.  This licence is provided as an appendix to this Management Plan. It should be 
noted that it can be updated via normal Licencing requirements under part V of the EPAct but is current as of January 2022.   

1.5.3 Corporate Requirements 

Worsley has established a comprehensive set of Corporate Policies and Standards covering all operational aspects and activities  
that have the potential to affect aspects of health, safety, environment or community, either positively or negatively.  Those relevant 
to air quality and dust are described below . 

South32 Environment Standard 

Purpose: Land, biodiversity, w ater resources and air w ithin Worsley’s area of inf luence are managed to minimise impacts to the 
environment. 

Required actions include: 

• Identify and map key features and define the area of inf luence. 

• Establish the baseline or reference conditions for land, biodiversity, w ater resources and air w ithin the area of inf luence. 
• Use the suite of minimum performance requirement documents to inform management of common environmental risk 

exposures (as relevant to the operation / project). 

• Document the type and extent of actual and reasonably foreseeable environmental impacts associated w ith our activities 
w ithin the area of inf luence. 

• Assess the risks of our activities w ith actual and reasonably foreseeable environmental impacts w ithin the area of inf luence. 

• Evaluate and implement appropriate controls demonstrating management of the identif ied risks to achieve target 
environmental outcomes. 

• Monitor the design and operational effectiveness of these controls. 

 

1.5.4 Relevant Key Environmental Factors 

This Plan specif ically addresses the follow ing Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) key environmental factors: 

• Air Quality, in w hich the EPA’s objective is “To maintain air quality and minimise emissions so that environmental values are 
protected.” 

• Social Surroundings, in w hich the EPA’s objective is “To protect social surroundings from significant harm.” 
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2 STATE OF KNOWLEDGE, RISK CONTEXT AND MANAGEMENT 
APPROACH 

2.1 EXISTING ENVIRONMENT 

2.1.1 Description 

The RLA sits w ithin state forest, approximately 15km north w est of the tow n of Collie.  State Forest areas in the vicinity of the 
Project Area are typically forest and/or w oodland communities dominated by tree species such as Jarrah (Eucalyptus marginata), 
Marri (Corymbia callophylla) and Blackbutt (Eucalyptus patens). 

Burning activities, residential vehicle activity (along sealed and unsealed roads) and w ind erosion occurring throughout much of 
the local and w ider region contribute to background dust levels, w ith seasonal trends detected w ith impacts from neighbouring 
shire and forest gravel roads.  In addition, smoke from hazard reduction burning, burning of cleared vegetation, household use 
and w ildfires is a substantial contributor to elevated levels of airborne particulates. 

2.1.1.1 Public Access and Use 

Several recreational attractions and cultural and heritage places occur in close proximity to the RLA.  This includes the Bibbulmun 
Track adjacent to the south east boundary, the Munda Biddi Trail, w hich runs adjacent to Mornington road along the south-w estern 
boundary Figure 2), as w ell as numerous public (shire) roads.  Registered archaeological and ethnographic Aboriginal heritage 
sites and European heritage places are also know n to occur in close proximity to the area.  

2.1.1.2 Potential Sensitive Receptors 

The location of domestic residences and other premises that may be susceptible to dust from the current approved area has been 
documented and mapped (see Figure 3).  

Other receptors that may be impacted but are not displayed, are in communication w ith Worsley External Affairs (Community  
Liaison) and are actively encouraged to contact the operations for any concerns through a community contact phone line or 
through the refinery Community Liaison Committee (CLC). 

2.1.2 Prevailing Weather Patterns 

2.1.2.1 Climate 

The region is characterised as having a Mediterranean climate w ith typically hot, dry summers and mild, w et w inters.  Average 
temperatures during summer range from 12°C to 32°C and during w inter range betw een 4°C to 17°C.  

Average monthly rainfall is typically low  during the summer months and increases during the w inter months, w ith maximum rainfall 
occurring in July and August (ETA, 2020).  

High temperatures and low  rainfall in the summer months increases the potential for dust generation from Worsley’s operations, 
as compared to the w inter months w ith low er temperatures and greater rainfall (ETA, 2020). 

2.1.2.2 Wind Direction 

During 2019, modelling has been undertaken to predict w ind speeds and directions at the height of 10m Figure 4).  The average 
predicted w ind speeds and directions w ithin the model are consistent w ith the historical w ind roses, w ith both show ing prevailing 
w inds from the east-south-east to east during summer, and from the w est and w est-north-west during the w inter months (ETA, 
2020).  

Stronger w inds during the summer months are expected to generate greater amounts of dust emissions due to increased dust-lif t 
from open, disturbed areas during dry conditions (ETA, 2020). 
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Figure 2: Public Recreation Sites and Walking Trails within and surrounding the Project Area 
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Figure 3: Potential Sensitive Receptors within and surrounding the Project Area 
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Figure 4:  Wind speed and direction rose and frequency matrix for WAPL anemometer locations derived from CALMET wind-field (ETA 2020).  
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2.2 PROJECT RISKS 

2.2.1 Description of the Hazard 

Air emissions associated w ith bauxite-alumina refining and associated site activities are know n to have potentially serious impacts  
if  not w ell controlled.  In general, a reduction in air quality via excess emissions (particulate focus) is know n to impact upon human 
health as w ell as the health of proximal fauna and f lora.  From an amenity basis, fugitive particulate emissions (dust, PM10) from 
the BRDAs have the potential as a visual impact.  With both health and environmental implications, the control and monitoring of 
air quality is paramount in the protection of the health and amenity of ref inery employees and lease neighbours as w ell as the 
surrounding environment. 

Other sources of particulate matter emissions include the Refinery Process area and Pow er generation facilities.  Production from 
these facilities occurs on a 24hr basis and therefore public exposure to potential impacts from these point sources is continuous.   

The amount of particulate matter generated is highly dependent on the moisture properties of the material being transferred, the 
particle size distribution (PSD) of the material, drop heights and the dust management measures and emission controls in place 
for the sources. 

There are numerous factors that inf luence the quantity of particulate emissions from the BRDA’s, including surface moisture, road 
traff ic volume (including number of w heels and speed), road length w eather conditions and effectiveness of and time since 
previous mitigation programs.  

Particle movement occurs w hen the w ind speed exceeds a ‘threshold’ velocity (nominally in the 5 – 10 m/s range), causing larger 
particles (> 100 microns) to be dislodged and move across the ground surface.  This in turn can dislodge smaller particles w hich 
remain suspended in the air.  The amount of particulate matter generated is highly dependent on the w ind speed, surface 
properties and PSD of the material. 

Worsley reports annually on particulate emissions against thresholds, from point sources or dedicated monitoring sites in 
accordance w ith the requirements of this plan and Licence conditions.  

2.2.2 Potential Impacts from Dust Emissions 

Air emissions associated w ith bauxite-alumina refining and associated site activities are know n to have potentially serious impacts  
if  not w ell controlled.  In general, a reduction in air quality via excess emissions (w hether particulate or gaseous) is know n to 
impact upon human health as w ell as the health of proximal fauna and f lora.  From an amenity basis, fugitive particulate emissions  
(dust, PM10) from the BRDAs have the potential as a visual impact.  With both health and environmental implications, the control 
and monitoring of air quality is paramount in the protection of the health and amenity of refinery employees and lease neighbours  
as w ell as the surrounding environment. 

Current identif ied risks and management programs for dust w ill be expanded for future BRDA areas or alterations to the process 
areas and pow erhouse. 

Particulate emissions generated from the w ithin the RLA have potential to directly or indirectly impact on relevant key 
environmental factors (see Section 1.5.4).  Potential impacts (direct and indirect) that may result from Worsley’s operations are 
discussed below . 

2.2.2.1 Health Impacts 

Epidemiological studies show  associations betw een elevated PM10 concentrations and above normal numbers of hospital 
admissions, respiratory illness and asthma attacks, as w ell as premature mortality in susceptible sub-populations (NSW Minerals  
Council, 2000).  Smoke particles are typically of a smaller size (2.5 micrometres) and can pose a greater health risk than dust by 
becoming imbedded w ithin the respiratory system. 

2.2.2.2 Social Impacts 

Potential social impacts relating to dust are predominantly due to the nuisance and aesthetical problems that arise from visible 
dust emissions.  Airborne particles are generated during operations mainly by mechanical disturbances (i.e. road traff ic) are 
generically referred to as “activity-dependent” sources.   
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In dry, w indy conditions, particles can be lif ted from open or disturbed areas, resulting in visible dust.  These are typically referred 
to as “w ind-dependent” sources.  Most airborne particles that originate from these sources are larger than 10 micrometres  
diameter and are more commonly associated w ith nuisance impacts rather than w ith public health problems.  The larger particles  
tend to resettle on the ground w ithin a short distance of the source (typically less than 300m). 

2.2.2.3 Vegetation Health Impacts 

Dust may have physical effects on plants resulting from blockage and damage to stomata, shading, abrasion of leaf surface or 
cuticle, and cumulative effects, e.g. drought stress on already stressed species (NSW Minerals Council, 2000)  

Areas of high ecological value or agricultural resources may be more sensitive to dust emissions than other areas.  How ever, the 
effects of dust fallout onto the surrounding environment, w hich is predominately forested areas are expected to be localised. 

The Environmental Review  Management Programme (Strategen, 2005b) includes the commitment by Worsley to investigate the 
effects of bauxite and other dust on native vegetation adjacent to haul roads.  

A study (Bennett, 2008) w as commissioned to review  the impact of dust on vegetation along haul roads w ithin the mining area. 
Haul routes w ith varying levels of traff ic w ere selected for the study.  Leaves from representative species w ithin the area surveyed 
w ere collected for dust analysis. 

The leaves w ere examined by electron microscope to evaluate w hether dust w as entering the leaf stomata, and x-ray spectrum 
analysis w as used to determine the element composition of the dust on the leaf surface. 

In general, the study show ed that the plants from the most used haul routes had the densest covering of dust on the leaves.  In 
some plants analysed the dust entered the pores of some stomata, but typically it w as not all leaves or all stomata w ere affected.  
Many plants have their stomata sunken below  the leaf surface or protected by dense hairs, w hich tended to trap the dust or had 
numerous stomata so that only a small percentage had dust in the pores. 

2.3 MANAGEMENT APPROACH 

2.3.1 Overview 

Management strategies for each area are based on trigger levels during monitoring, part of ongoing maintenance and 
management or in the event of a visible plume.  

Power Generation 

Controls enacted on emissions from the Pow erhouse and Multi-Fuelled Co-generation (MFC) include: 

• Emission release is negated through operation and maintenance of pollution control equipment – Electrostatic Precipitator  
(ESP) and baghouses; 

• Continuous monitoring of emissions data via CEMS is undertaken through the central control room. Alarms and alerts notify 
of emission level; and 

• Feed control: Feed rate of raw  materials may be altered in reaction to continuous emissions monitoring. 
Process Areas 

• Emission release is negated through operation and maintenance of pollution control equipment – Regenerative Thermal 
Oxidiser (RTO), Electrostatic Precipitator (ESP) and baghouses; 

• Continuous monitoring of emissions data via CEMS is undertaken through the central control room. Alarms and alerts notify 
of emission levels; 

• Operating and maintaining an enclosed load-out facility; and 

• Operating and maintaining train w ashdow n facilities. 
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BRDAs  

• Ploughing and ripping of BRDA surfaces (i.e. Amphirolling and Sw amp dozers); 

• Use of w ater carts and sw eeping in dry w eather; 

• Use of dust suppressants and surface binding agents; and 

• Site communications regarding plumes and protection actions for areas and personnel. 

2.3.2 Roles and Responsibility 

Worsley’s Policies and Standards specify requirements for all Worsley assets.  All Worsley employees and contractors are 
required to comply w ith these requirements.  

The roles and responsibilities of onsite personnel specif ied in dust management procedures are provided in Table 3.   
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Table 2: Roles and responsibilities  

 
  

Procedure Personnel Responsibilities 
BRDA Annual 
Dust 
Management 
Plan 

Worsley BRDA 
Construction and 
Operations. 

• Generate an annual dust mitigation program for surface mitigation tasks; 
• To minimize dust potential from the residue surface; 
• To minimize exposure of construction and operational personnel to residue 

dust and dust created by construction activities; 
• To minimize exposure of neighbouring residents and the environment to 

residue dust and dust created by construction activities; 

Worsley Environment  • To maintain dust monitors and store data to compliance  
• Report any exceedances against environmental licence conditions to 

regulators.  

Community 
Complaints 
Procedure 
(01002709) 

Worsley Corporate 
Affairs 

• Receives verbal and w ritten community complaints during and after business 
hours. 

• Collects initial information, rates urgency of community complaint and 
determines ensuing actions and timeframes. 

• Notif ies and forw ards information to appropriate Worsley personnel for follow  
up as above. 

• Provides feedback to complainant w ithin specif ied timeframe. 
• Manages and completes Event Notif ications for all community complaints.  
• Enters details of all community complaints in the Community Relations 

Stakeholder Engagement Tracker. 
• Provides a monthly report of confirmed community complaints  

Worsley Community 
Complaints Line 

• Receives community complaints via a dedicated 24/7 1800 telephone service.  
• Collects initial information, rate urgency of community complaint; determine 

ensuing actions and timeframe. 
• Notif ies and forw ards information to appropriate Worsley personnel for follow  

up as above. 
• Provides daily, w eekly and monthly reports to Community Relations. 

Community 
Complaints Recipient 
and Operations 

• Direct all community complaints to either the Worsley Community Complaints 
Line (1800 555 958) or Community Relations. 

• Investigate community complaints referred by the Community Complaints Line 
or Community Relations w ithin the specif ied timeframe. 

• Take remedial action as deemed appropriate. 
• Provide feedback to Community Relations w ithin timeframe specif ied by 

complaint rating. 
• Fill out relevant sections of Complaints Form, email to Corporate Affairs.  
• Raise an event w ithin the Worsley risk notif ication system for community 

complaints if  an operational issue. 
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3 PLAN PROVISIONS 
This section of the Plan describes the measures that Worley implements to meet the requirements established by the ministerial 
conditions and other requirements, as outlined in Section 1.4 and Section 1.5, respectively. 

3.1 MANAGEMENT ACTIONS 

The key management actions related to this plan are outlined in Table 4. 
Table 3: Management actions in place to manage emissions 

MS719 

Ref Aspect Management Action Procedure Evidence 

14-1 Air Quality 
Management 
Plan 

Develop and implement an Air Quality 
Management Plan to the requirements of 
the Minister for the Environment on advice 
of the Environmental Protection Authority.  
The plan shall include an air quality 
improvement plan addressing priority 
areas. These w ill include mercury 
emissions from digestion and the coal-f ired 
cogeneration facility, fugitive dust 
emissions from bauxite residue disposal 
areas, VOC emissions from calciners, a 
program for the Air Emissions Impact 
Assessment project, and community 
consultation 

BRDA Annual Dust 
Management Plan 
Community 
Complaints Procedure 
(01002709) 

Licence exceedances 
reported in AER 
Community complaints 
reported in AER 
Community Liaison 
Community Meetings 

Licence L4504-1981 

The Refinery stack, CEMS, RTO and online instrumentation operations and monitoring are licenced under part V of the 
Environmental Protection Act (1986) licence number L4504/1981/17, w hich outlines the location and monitoring requirements 
for emissions at the Refinery as w ell as the management actions should an exceedance be experienced.  This licence is 
provided as an appendix to this Management Plan. Management actions are outlined in Table 2.2.3 of L4504/1981/12. 
It should be noted that it can be updated via normal Licencing requirements under part V of the EPAct but is current as of 
January 2022. 

 

3.2 REFINERY MONITORING PROGRAM 

3.2.1 BRDA 

Fixed dust monitoring stations are installed on the RLA boundary (Figure 3).  Tw o Tapered Element Oscillating Microbalances  
(TEOM) and one E-Sampler, targeting PM10 particles, are used to monitor dust impacts from the BRDAs, roads, tracks and 
construction areas (including material handling) at the Refinery. PM10 particles are monitored according to the NEPM standard 
and are reported in Worsley’s AER.  Equipment is maintained on a regular schedule against manufacturer standards and 
Australian compliance standards (Standards Australia, 2016).  

Proposed mining activities and transport areas w ithin the Contingency Bauxite Mining Envelope (CBME) w ill be monitored using 
the existing Refinery dust monitoring infrastructure. Dust mitigation and management methods for the CBME w ill be through the 
Dust Management Plan – Bauxite Mining and Transport (01012524), w hile monitoring impacts w ill be via the RLA boundary dust 
monitors.  Exceedances identif ied by relevant monitors w ill trigger an investigation as to the source of the dust and management 
actions w ill be implemented.  
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3.2.2 Power House and Process Areas 

Monitoring and management of emissions from the Pow er House and Refinery Process Areas is managed in accordance w ith 
Refinery Licence 4504-1981.  The current version of the licence 4504-1981-17 is provided in Appendix 1, sections 2 & 3 of the 
licence outlines the requirements for measurement and recording of emissions.  

3.3 PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

3.3.1 Performance Indicators and Criteria 

The effectiveness of this Air Quality and Dust Management Plan w ill be assessed against the follow ing performance indicators  
and criteria: 

• The number of complaints received from neighbours regarding dust from activities at the Refinery; and 
• The contribution of Worsley’s Refinery activities to ambient dust levels.  The operation does not cause 24-hour PM10 

concentrations to exceed 50 µg/m3 at any residence as demonstrated by available ambient monitoring data. 

• The number of exceedances of emission targets w ithin the Refinery Environmental Protection Act Licence.  
As discussed in Section 2.1.1, a contributor to airborne particles in the region arises from smoke in the form of hazard reduction 
burning, the burning of cleared vegetation and w ildfires external to the Project.  These contributions to airborne particle levels are 
excluded from the objectives of this Air Quality and Dust Management Plan but need to be considered in the method for assessing 
the performance criteria. 

3.3.2 Ambient Trigger Levels 

The particulate ambient trigger level for a response and corrective action is a 24-hour PM10 concentration in excess of 50 µg/m3 

at any monitor. 

Monitoring data is streamed on a live basis to Equis.  Triggers are set and alerts are generated each time an exceedance occurs. 
Any exceedances of the trigger levels (as specif ied w ithin licence conditions) are investigated and w here found to be associated 
w ith Worsley operations, are reported in the AER.  

3.3.3 Corrective Action and Reporting 

Should the Worsley operation be identif ied as the cause of a trigger level exceedance, an event notif ication w ill be raised in 
Worsley’s formal incident reporting and response system.  The key steps involved in responding to an event notif ication are: 

• Take immediate action (if  appropriate) to minimise risk; 

• Report the event to the in the G360 notif ication system (Note: all CEMS data is summarised on a monthly basis and an event 
for the month is entered into G360); 

• Investigate the event (w ith a focus on “root cause analysis”); 

• Implement corrective actions as required;  

• Monitor, review  and follow -up actions to completion; 

• Review  controls; and 
• Attach documents as required by the site risk, event and notif ication system. 

3.4 AUDIT AND REPORTING REQUIREMENTS 

This Air Quality and Management Plan w ill be audited and review ed every three years and a performance assessment conducted 
every f ive years, in accordance w ith Condition 5 of MS719 and as recommended in by Strategen (2008).   

Worsley w ill report on its compliance w ith the provisions set out in this Air Quality and Dust Management Plan and w ith all 
requirements of MS719 in the AER, w hich is produced at the end of each f iscal year for the preceding tw elve-month period.  
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Worsley w ill submit the Annual Audit Compliance Report contained w ithin the AER, to the Chief Executive Officer of the DWER 
no later than 30 September each year. 

3.5 STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT 

This Air Quality and Dust Management Plan may be presented to the Environmental Management Liaison Group (EMLG) follow ing 
the 3-yearly audit review  to ensure that dust management techniques are kept up to date w ith community and government 
expectations and industry performance benchmarks.  

3.5.1 Complaints Management 

Environmental complaints are documented and investigated in accordance w ith the Community Complaints Procedure 
(01002709) as described in Table 4. 

3.6 PLAN REVIEW 

This Air Quality and Dust Management Plan w ill be review ed by Worsley on a three-yearly basis (or as necessary), to assess 
effectiveness, ongoing relevance and incorporate improved management strategies derived from assessment of monitoring 
programs and positive performance indicators and corrective actions.  

The three-yearly review  of this plan w ill consider: 

• Monitoring program outcomes; 

• Specialist advice and stakeholder consultation; 
• Implementation and effectiveness of mitigation measures; 

• Performance indicators and any corrective actions; 

• Issues raised through the CLC; 

• Signif icant changes, improvements or new  technology; 
• Changes to operational activities leading to changes in the risk; and 

• Changes to relevant legislation, policy, guidelines, guidance material and industry practices. 
This Plan has been prepared in accordance w ith the conditions and requirements set out in MS719 for the management of dust-
related impacts.  Therefore, any changes to the management measures described in the Plan must align w ith the requirements  
of MS719 (see Section1.4).  Additionally, the Audit Branch of the DWER must be notif ied of any changes to the Plan and the audit 
table for MS719 w ill be updated as appropriate. 
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4 DEFINITIONS, TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS 
Term Description 

AEIA Air Emission Impact Assessment 

AER Annual Environmental Report 

AS/NZS Australian/New  Zealand Standard 

AS Australian Standard 

BBM Boddington Bauxite Mine 

BRDA Bauxite Residue Disposal Area 

CBME Contingency Bauxite Mining Envelope 

CEMS Continuous Emissions Monitoring System 

CLC Community Liaison Committee 

CO Carbon Monoxide 

DEC Department of Environment Conservation (now  the Department of Biodiversity, Conservation and 
Attractions) 

DWER Department of Water and Environmental Regulation 

EMLG Environmental Management Liaison Group 

EPA Environmental Protection Authority 

EQuis Environmental Data Management System 

ESP Electrostatic Precipitator 

ETA Environmental Technologies & Analytics 

MFC Multi-fuelled Co-generation Facility  

mg/m3 milligram per cubic metre 

MS719 Ministerial Statement No. 719 

Mtpa Million tonnes per annum 

NEPC National Environment Protection Council 

NEPM National Environmental Protection Measure 

NOx Nitrogen Dioxide 

NPI National Pollution Inventory 

PM10 all particles smaller than 10 µm in aerodynamic diameter 

PM2.5 all particles smaller than 2.5 µm in aerodynamic diameter 

PSD particle size distribution 

the Refinery Worsley Refinery 

RLA Refinery Lease Area 

RTO Regenerative Thermal Oxidiser 

SO2 Sulfur Dioxide 
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Term Description 

STP Standard Temperature Pressure 

t tonne 

TEOM Tapered Element Oscillating Microbalance 

VOC Volatile Organic Compounds 

WA Western Australia 

Worsley South32 Worsley Alumina Pty Ltd 

5 REFERENCES 
 Worsley Refinery Environmental Protection Act Licence – 4504/1981 
 Australian Environment Council/National Health and Medical Research Council (AEC/NHMRC), 
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Impact Assessment Project – Air Emissions Inventory (Version 2), Prepared for Worsley Alumina Pty 
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development sites, contaminated sites remediation and other related activities. March 2011 
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Proposal: Air Quality Assessment. Report prepared by ETA for South32 Worsley Alumina Pty Ltd. 
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01002709 Community Complaints Procedure 

01015997 Investigation and Action Management Procedure 

01012524 Dust Management Plan – Bauxite Mining and Transport 

200000337 Greenhouse Gas Management Plan 
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Appendix 1– Refinery Environmental Protection Act License: L4504/1981/17 
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Licence 
 

Environmental Protection Act 1986, Part V 
 

 

Licensee:    South32 Worsley Alumina Pty Ltd 
 

Licence:     L4504/1981/17 

 

 
Registered office: Gastaldo Road  

ALLANSON WA 6225 
 
ACN: 008 905 155 
  
Premises address: Worsley Alumina Refinery 

Lease No 3116/7574, Gastaldo Road COLLIE WA 6225 
Being Wellington Locations 5314-5317 on Deposited Plan 220209 as 
depicted in Schedule 1 

  
Issue date: 24 September 2015 
 
Commencement date: 1 October 2015 
 
Expiry date: 30 September 2024 
 
Prescribed premises category 
Schedule 1 of the Environmental Protection Regulations 1987 
 

Category 
number 

Category description 
Category production or 
design capacity 

Approved Premises 
production or design 
capacity 

46 Bauxite refining NA 
4.7 million tonnes per 
annual period 

52 
Electric power generation (using 
fuel other than natural gas) 

10 MW or more in aggregate  
260 Mega Watts per 
annual period 

53 Flyash disposal 1 000 tonnes or more per year 
65 000 tonnes per 
annual period 

54 Sewage facility 
100 cubic metres or more per 
day 

270 cubic metres per day 

61 Liquid waste facility 100 tonnes or more per year 
100  tonnes per annual  
period 

63 Class I inert landfill site 500 tonnes or more per year 
15 000 tonnes per 
annual period 

89 Putrescible landfill site  
More than 20 but less than 
5 000 tonnes per year 

500 tonnes per annual 
period 

 
Conditions 
Subject to this Licence and the conditions set out in the attached pages. 
 
Date signed: 11 November 2016 
.................................................... 
Jonathan Bailes 
Manager Licensing (Process Industries) 
Officer delegated under section 20 
of the Environmental Protection Act 1986  
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Introduction 
 
This Introduction is not part of the Licence conditions. 
 
DER’s industry licensing role 
The Department of Environment Regulation (DER) is a government department for the state of 
Western Australia in the portfolio of the Minister for Environment.  DER’s purpose is to advise on 
and implement strategies for a healthy environment for the benefit of all current and future 
Western Australians. 
 
DER has responsibilities under Part V of the Environmental Protection Act 1986 (the Act) for the 
licensing of prescribed premises. Through this process DER regulates to prevent, control and 
abate pollution and environmental harm to conserve and protect the environment. DER also 
monitors and audits compliance with works approvals and licence conditions, takes enforcement 
action as appropriate and develops and implements licensing and industry regulation policy. 
 
Licence requirements 
This Licence is issued under Part V of the Act. Conditions contained within the Licence relate to 
the prevention, reduction or control of emissions and discharges to the environment and to the 
monitoring and reporting of them. 
 
Where other statutory instruments impose obligations on the Premises/Licensee the intention is 
not to replicate them in the licence conditions. You should therefore ensure that you are aware of 
all your statutory obligations under the Act and any other statutory instrument. Legislation can be 
accessed through the State Law Publisher website using the following link: 
http://www.slp.wa.gov.au/legislation/statutes.nsf/default.html 
 
For your Premises relevant statutory instruments include but are not limited to obligations under 
the: 
 

 Environmental Protection (Unauthorised Discharges) Regulations 2004 – these Regulations 
make it an offence to discharge certain materials such as contaminated stormwater into the 
environment other than in the circumstances set out in the Regulations. 

 

 Environmental Protection (Controlled Waste) Regulations 2004 - these Regulations place 
obligations on you if you produce, accept, transport or dispose of controlled waste. 

 

 Environmental Protection (Noise) Regulations 1997 – these Regulations require noise 
emissions from the Premises to comply with the assigned noise levels set out in the 
Regulations. 

 
You must comply with your licence.  Non-compliance with your licence is an offence and strict 
penalties exist for those who do not comply. 
 
Licence holders are also reminded of the requirements of section 53 of the Act which places 
restrictions on making certain changes to prescribed premises unless the changes are in 
accordance with a works approval, licence, closure notice or environmental protection notice. 

http://www.slp.wa.gov.au/legislation/statutes.nsf/default.html
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Licence fees 
If you have a licence that is issued for more than one year, you are required to pay an annual 
licence fee prior to the anniversary date of issue of your licence. Non-payment of annual licence 
fees will result in your licence ceasing to have effect meaning that it will no longer be valid and 
you will need to apply for a new licence for your Premises.  
 
Ministerial conditions 
If your Premises has been assessed under Part IV of the Act, you may have had conditions 
imposed by the Minister for Environment.  You are required to comply with any conditions 
imposed by the Minister. 
 
Premises description and Licence summary 
South32 Worsley Alumina Pty Ltd (the Licence Holder) operates the Worsley Alumina Refinery 
located approximately 15 kilometres (km) north-west of Collie on the Darling Plateau within the 
Augustus (minor) and Brunswick (major) river water catchments and the Collie (minor) and 
Bunbury (major) airsheds. The refinery is principally surrounded by State forest with some 
broadscale farming properties, including isolated farmhouses.  The nearest residence is 
approximately 7km from the refinery boundary, and the nearest urban location is Allanson 
approximately 11km south of the refinery.  Construction of the refinery commenced in 1980, and 
the first alumina was produced in April 1984.  The key legislative framework over the premises is 
the Alumina Refinery (Worsley) Agreement Act 1973 (as amended) (the Agreement Act) and 
Ministerial Statement 719 (as amended) issued under Part IV of the Environmental Protection Act 
1986 (EP Act). 

The refinery turns crushed bauxite into calcined alumina via the Bayer process. The extended 
Bayer process used at Worsley has the following key elements; 

 Grinding –  Bauxite is delivered to the refinery via overland conveyor from the Boddington 
Bauxite operations. It then passes through a crushing/grinding circuit; 

 Digestion – Crushed/ground bauxite is mixed with caustic at high temperature and 
pressure liberating odorous volatile organic compounds; 

 Clarification – Washing, settlement and filtration of digested liquor (and diversion of “red 
mud” to Bauxite Residue Disposal Areas (BRDAs)); 

 Precipitation/Seed Preparation – The clarified liquor is cooled and seeded with 
precipitation of hydrated alumina crystals;  

 Liquor Burning – Liquor and oxalate streams are passed through a high-temperature 
furnace to remove dissolved organic material and destroy oxalate;  

 Calcination – Dehydration of hydrated alumina in high-temperature furnace to produce 
calcined alumina (a fine white powder); and 

 Bauxite Residue Drying Area – Residual sand and mud (bauxite residue) from the 
process is pumped as an alkaline slurry to the residue drying area where excess caustic 
and liquor is collected and recycled through the process. Sodium oxalate which cannot be 
treated by the Liquor Burner is also stored in the bauxite residue drying areas. 
 

The final calcined alumina product is stored on site before transport via rail to the Port of Bunbury 
for export.  
 
The alumina refining process produces point source and broad scale gaseous and particulate 
emissions.  Point source air emissions occur from digestion, calcination, liquor burning and power 
generating activities through 12 key stacks. Emissions of significance from the point sources 
include carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides, sulfur dioxide, particulates, Volatile Organic 
Compounds (VOCs), mercury and greenhouse gases. Pollution control equipment has been 
installed at the majority of the point sources. Equipment installed includes Electrostatic 
Precipitators (ESP), Regenerative Thermal Oxidiser (RTO’s), wet scrubber, baghouses and low 
NOx burners. The Licence Holder maintains an air emissions inventory and commissioned a 
“Health Risk & Toxicological Assessment – Worsley Expansion Emissions” (Toxikos, April 2005) 
to predict the air emission impact as a result of increasing production to 4.7 million tonnes per 
year. 
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Fugitive particulate emissions and contaminated water and slurry are other emissions of 
significance for the premises. Fugitive particulate sources include bauxite grinding, bauxite and 
coal handling and stockpiles, hydrate stockpiles, rail loading and BRDAs. The BRDAs are the 
most significant of these sources as they cover the majority of the cleared area of the premises.  
The Licence Holder operates two high-volume dust samplers near the premises boundary to 
monitor particulate emissions in accordance with requirements of Ministerial Statement 719. 
 
Storage of contaminated waste slurry in BRDAs and contaminated surface runoff present a 
ground and surface water contamination risk. This risk is managed through operating a closed 
water circuit with all contaminated water directed to a central storage area (Refinery Catchment 
Lake, RCL) and uncontaminated water directed to a separate temporary storage area (Fresh 
Water Lake, FWL) away from production areas. The BRDAs have low permeability clay liners with 
two under drainage systems which separate uncontaminated groundwater beneath the BRDA 
from potentially contaminated seepage via a network of underflow collection pipes.  The under 
drainage systems are separated by a clay drainage blanket. Seepage is directed to downstream 
pipehead dams where it is collected and returned to the process via the RCL. The 
uncontaminated groundwater is collected, monitored and if contamination is not detected it is 
directed into the FWL. Regular groundwater monitoring is undertaken across the premises, 
including below the BRDAs, to detect contamination, seepage and changes in water quality in 
accordance with a Water Resources Management Plan required by Ministerial Statement 719. 
 
In addition to alumina refining and power generation, other activities occurring on the premises 
include flyash disposal, the operation of a landfill, liquid waste disposal and sewage treatment. 
Flyash is generated from coal-fired power generation with captured flyash being disposed within 
specified areas of the BRDA’s. The site landfill has also been established on a decommissioned 
BRDA. The landfill accepts inert and putrescible wastes generated on the site for disposal. The 
landfill also has a wet dump area which can accept wastewater generated off-site from pressure 
testing of refurbished tube heaters from the digestion part of the process. The landfill is equipped 
with an extensive leachate recovery system. Domestic grey water and sewage generated on the 
premises is directed to a Sequential Batch Reactor (SBR) waste water treatment plant with 
treatment via an extended aeration, activated sludge process. Treated water is discharged to the 
RCL for reuse in the Refinery.  
  
This Licence is the result of an amendment sought by the Licensee to: 

 Include Boiler 5 and Boiler 6 from the new Multi-Fuel Cogeneration (MFC) power plant 
onto the licence.  

 Extend the RCL and to accept water from the nearby Harris and Wellington dams into the 
RCL for use in bauxite refining. 

 Remove ambient air monitoring stations Willis and 303.  

 Remove annual stack testing for fluoride in the powerhouse, stack testing for PM where 
particulate CEMS are in place, and quarterly testing for mercury in the digestion RTO. 

 Remove testing and targets for benzene, acetaldehyde and formaldehyde in calcination, 
the liquor burner and digestion RTO.  

 Increase the sulfur dioxide target for Boiler 5 and Boiler 6.  

 Consolidate monitoring and reporting requirements for point source emissions to air.  
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The licences and works approvals issued for the Premises since 28/09/2006 are: 
 

Instrument log 

Instrument Issued Description 

L4504/10 28/09/2006 Licence re-issue 

L4504/1981/11 27/09/2007 Licence re-issue. Throughput increased to 3.7 million tonnes 
per annum. 

W4430/2008/1 14/08/2008 Works approval to allow construction of MCF Boiler 5 

W4432/2008/1 14/08/2008 Works approval to allow construction of MCF Boiler 6, Calciner 
6 and increase capacity to 4.7 million tonnes per year. 

L4504/1981/12 25/09/2008 Licence re-issue 

L4504/1981/13 24/09/2009 Licence re-issue 

L4504/1981/14 24/09/2010 Licence re-issue 

L4504/1981/15 29/09/2011 Licence re-issue 

L4504/1981/15 24/08/2012 Proponent amendment to increase production to 4.7 million 
tonnes per annum and allow operation of Boiler Unit 5 and 
Calciner 6. 

L4504/1981/16 20/09/2012 Licence re-issue 

L4504/1981/16 27/11/2014 Amendment to include improvement conditions. 

L4504/1981/16 15/01/2015 Amendment to change Calciner 6 targets, remove Boiler 5 and 
convert to REFIRE format including a review of existing 
conditions. 

L4504/1981/16 16/04/2015 Amendment to remove the requirement to monitor CO using 
CEMS on emission point A4 and replace with monitoring of 
RTO bed temperature as an indicator of VOC destruction. 

L4504/1981/17 24/09/2015 Licence reissue and amendment to change the occupier name 
to South32 Worsley Alumina Pty Ltd, extend reporting due 
date, add category 61 liquid waste facility and administrative 
changes. 

L4504/1981/17 29/04/2016 Licence amended to extend duration in accordance with DER’s 
Guidance Statement on Licence Duration (November 2014). 

L4504/1981/17 22/07/2016 Amended to extend the expiry date of the Licence until 30 
September 2024. 

L4504/1981/17 04/08/2016 Amendment Notice 1 
Licence amended to include Minister’s Appeal Determination 
and extend the compliance date of Condition 4.1.1, table 4.1.1 
(IR2) until the 30 November 2016. 

L4504/1981/17 11/11/2016 Licence amended to include Boiler 5 and Boiler 6 and remove 
ambient SO2 monitoring stations Willis and 303. 

 
Severance 
It is the intent of these Licence conditions that they shall operate so that, if a condition or a part of 
a condition is beyond the power of this Licence to impose, or is otherwise ultra vires or invalid, 
that condition or part of a condition shall be severed, and the remainder of these conditions shall 
nevertheless be valid to the extent that they are within the power of this Licence to impose and 
are not otherwise ultra vires or invalid. 
 

END OF INTRODUCTION 
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Licence conditions 
 
1 General 
 
1.1 Interpretation 

 
1.1.1 In the Licence, definitions from the Environmental Protection Act 1986 apply unless the 

contrary intention appears. 
 
1.1.2 For the purposes of this Licence, unless the contrary intention appears: 
 
‘Act’ means the Environmental Protection Act 1986; 
 
‘Annual Audit Compliance Report’ means a report in a format approved by the CEO as 
presented by the Licensee or as specified by the CEO from time to time and published on the 
Department’s website; 
 
‘annual period’ means the inclusive period from 1 July until 30 June in the following year; 
 
‘asbestos’ means the asbestiform variety of mineral silicates belonging to the serpentine or 
amphibole groups of rock-forming minerals and includes actinolite, amosite, anthophyllite, 
chrysolite, crocidolite, tremolite and any mixture containing 2 or more of those; 
 
‘AS 3580.1.1’ means the Australian Standard AS 3580.1.1 Methods for sampling and analysis of 
ambient air – Guide to siting air monitoring equipment; 
 
‘AS 3580.4.1’ means the Australian Standard AS 3580.4.1 Methods for sampling and analysis of 
ambient air - Determination of sulfur dioxide - Direct reading instrumental method; 
 
‘AS 3580.14’ means the Australian Standard AS 3580.14 Methods for sampling and analysis of 
ambient air - Meteorological monitoring for ambient air quality monitoring applications; 
 
‘AS 4323.1’ means the Australian Standard AS4323.1 Stationary Source Emissions Method 1: 
Selection of sampling positions; 
 
‘averaging period’ means the time over which a limit or target is measured or a monitoring result 
is obtained; 
 
‘Biomass fuel’ means fuel derived from untreated wood waste sourced from pine plantations or 
native forest 
 
‘BRDA’ means Bauxite Residue Disposal Area 
 
‘CEMS’ means continuous emissions monitoring system; 
  
‘CEMS Code’ means the current version of the Continuous Emission Monitoring System (CEMS) 
Code for Stationary Source Air Emissions, Department of Environment & Conservation, 
Government of Western Australia; 
 
‘CEO’ means Chief Executive Officer of the Department of Environment Regulation; 
 
‘CEO’ for the purpose of correspondence means: 

 
Chief Executive Officer 
Department Div. 3 Pt V EP Act 
Locked Bag 33 
CLOISTERS SQUARE  WA  6850 
Email: info@der.wa.gov.au 
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‘Clean Fill’ has the meaning defined in Landfill Waste Classification and Waste Definitions 1996 
published by DEC and as amended from time to time; 
 
‘Collie airshed power generators’ means the occupiers of the following part V licences in force 
during the term of this Licence: 

1. Bluewaters I & II Power Station; Bluewaters Power 1 Pty Ltd & Bluewaters Power 2 Pty 
Ltd, L8326/2008; 

2. Collie A Power Station, Transfield Worley Power Services Pty Limited, L6637/1995;  
3. Muja Power Station, Electricity Generation Corporation T/A Verve Energy, L4076/1972; 

and  
4. Worsley Alumina Refinery, South32 Worsley Alumina Pty Ltd, L4504/1981; 

 
‘controlled waste’ has the definition in Environmental Protection (Controlled Waste) Regulations 
2004; 
 
‘Department’ means the department established under s.35 of the Public Sector Management 
Act 1984 and designated as responsible for the administration of Division 3 Part V of the 
Environmental Protection Act 1986; 
 
‘Inert Waste Type 1‘ has the meaning defined in Landfill Waste Classification and Waste 
Definitions 1996 published by the CEO and as amended from time to time; 
 
’Inert Waste Type 2‘ has the meaning defined in Landfill Waste Classification and Waste 
Definitions 1996 published by the CEO and as amended from time to time; 
 
‘Licence’ means this Licence numbered L4504/1981/16 and issued under the Act; 
 
‘Licensee’ means the person or organisation named as Licensee on page 1 of the Licence; 
 
‘NATA’ means the National Association of Testing Authorities, Australia; 
 
‘NATA accredited’ means in relation to the analysis of a sample that the laboratory is NATA 
accredited for the specified analysis at the time of the analysis; 
 
‘normal operating conditions’ means any operation of a particular process (including abatement 
equipment) excluding start-up, shut-down and upset conditions, in relation to stack sampling or 
monitoring; 
 
‘oxalate’ means sodium oxalate cake, a mix of caustic liquor and sodium oxalate derived from the 
refinery process;  
 
‘PM’ means total particulate matter including both solid fragments of material and minuscule 
droplets of liquid; 

‘PM10’ means particles with an aerodynamic diameter of less or equal to 10 m; 
 
‘Premises’ means the area defined in the Premises Map in Schedule 1 and listed as the 
Premises address on page 1 of the Licence; 
 
‘Putrescible Waste’ means the organic component of the waste stream which can be 
decomposed by microbial action and become putrid and likely to cause obnoxious odours and 
attract (scavenging) birds or animals; putrescible waste includes food wastes or wastes of animal 
or vegetable origin; 
 
‘quarterly’ means the 4 inclusive periods from 1 April to 30 June, 1 July to 30 September, 1 
October to 31 December and in the following year, 1 January to 31 March; 
 
‘Schedule 1’ means Schedule 1 of this Licence unless otherwise stated; 
 
‘Schedule 2’ means Schedule 2 of this Licence unless otherwise stated; 
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‘shut-down’ means the period when plant or equipment is brought from normal operating 
conditions to inactivity; 
 
‘stack test’ means a discrete set of samples taken over a representative period at normal 
operating conditions;  
 
‘start-up’ means the period when plant or equipment is brought from inactivity to normal 
operating conditions; 
 
‘STP dry’ means standard temperature and pressure (0

o
Celsius and 101.325 kilopascals 

respectively), dry; 
 
‘SW-846 Method 0011’ means the promulgated Test Method SW-846/ 0011 – Sampling for 
Selected Aldehyde and Ketone Emissions from Stationary Sources; 
 
‘USEPA’ means United States (of America) Environmental Protection Agency; 
 
‘USEPA Method 5’ means the promulgated Test Method 5 - Determination of Particulate Matter 
Emissions from Stationary Sources; 
 
‘USEPA Method 6C’ means the promulgated Test Method 6C – Determination of Sulfur Dioxide 
Emissions from Stationary Sources (Instrumental Analyzer Procedure); 
 
‘USEPA Method 7E’ means the promulgated Test Method 7E – Determination of Nitrogen Oxides 
Emissions from Stationary Sources (Instrumental Analyzer Procedure);  
 
‘USEPA Method 10’ means the promulgated Test Method 10 – Determination of Carbon 
Monoxide Emissions from Stationary Sources;  
 
‘USEPA Method 17’ means the promulgated Test Method 17- Determination of Particulate Matter 
Emissions from Stationary Sources; 
 
‘USEPA Method 18’ means the promulgated Test Method 18 – Measurement of Gaseous 
Organic Compound Emissions by Gas Chromatography; 
 
‘USEPA Method 26’ means the promulgated Test Method 26 – Determination of Hydrogen 
Halide and Halogen Emissions from Stationary Sources, Non-Isokinetic Method; 
 
‘USEPA Method 26A’ means the promulgated Test Method 26A – Determination of 
Hydrogen Halide and Halogen Emissions from Stationary Sources, Isokinetic Method  
 
‘USEPA Method 29’ means the promulgated Test Method 29 – Determination of Metals 
Emissions from Stationary Sources;  
 
‘USEPA Method 201A’ means the promulgated Test Method 201A – Determination of PM10 
Emissions (Constant Sampling Rate Procedure); 
 
‘usual working day’ means 0800 – 1700 hours, Monday to Friday excluding public holidays in 
Western Australia; and 
 
‘waste’ has the meaning defined in the Environmental Protection Act 1986;  
 
1.1.3 Any reference to an Australian or other standard in the Licence means the relevant parts 

of the standard in force from time to time during the term of this Licence. 
 

1.1.4 Any reference to a guideline or code of practice in the Licence means the version of that 
guideline or code of practice in force from time to time and shall include any amendments 
or replacements to that guideline or code of practice made during the term of this Licence. 
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1.2 General conditions 
 
1.2.1 The Licensee shall only accept waste onto the Premises if: 

(a) it is of a type listed in Table 1.2.1; 
(b) the quantity accepted is below any quantity limit listed in Table 1.2.1; 
(c) it meets any specification listed in Table 1.2.1; 

  

Table 1.2.1: Waste acceptance 

Waste Waste 
Code 

Specification
1
 Quantity Limit 

Industrial Wash Water  Liquid waste 
received from 
pressure testing of 
Worsley Alumina 
Refinery digestion 
heaters and 
associated vehicle 
wash down only 

100 tonnes per year 
in total Car and truck wash waters L100 

Industrial wash waters contaminated with 
controlled waste 

L150 

Note 1: Additional requirements for the acceptance of controlled waste are set out in the Environmental Protection 
(Controlled Waste) Regulations 2004.  

 
1.2.2 The Licensee shall ensure that where waste does not meet the waste acceptance criteria 

set out in conditions 1.2.1 it is removed from the Premises by the delivery vehicle or, 
where that is not possible, the Licensee shall contact the CEO to agree on a course of 
action in relation to the waste.  

 
1.2.3 The Licensee shall ensure that wastes accepted into the landfill and wastewater 

treatment plant are only subjected to the processes set out in Table 1.2.2 and in 
accordance with any process limits described in that Table. 

 

Table 1.2.2: Waste processing 

Waste type Process Process limits
1,2

 

Bauxite Residue and oxalate Disposal in BRDA’s. Oxalate to be 
covered with bauxite residue 
immediately following disposal. 

N/A 

Inert Waste Type 1 

Handling and disposal of waste by 
landfilling 
 
Disposal of waste by landfilling shall 
only take place within the landfill 
cells within BRDA 3. 
 

 
15 000 tonnes per 
year 
 
 
 

Inert Waste Type 2  

Clean Fill 

Wastes generated from alumina 
production and associated 
activities. Excludes: 

i) Elemental mercury 

ii) Asbestos materials 

iii) Packaged laboratory 
chemical wastes; and 

iv) Clinical wastes 

Putrescible Waste 500 tonnes per year 

Sewage Sequence Batch Reactor (SBR) 

Treated wastewater to be disposed 
to the Refinery Catchment Lake 
only. 

270 cubic metres per 
day 

Controlled liquid wastes as 
specified in Table 1.2.1 

Receipt, handling and landfilling. 
Liquid waste is discharged to a “wet 
dump area” within BRDA 3. 

100 tonnes per 
annum 

Note 1: Requirements for landfilling tyres are set out in Part 6 of the Environmental Protection 
Regulations1987.   

Note 2: Additional requirements for the acceptance and landfilling of controlled waste (including asbestos 
and tyres) are set out in the Environmental Protection (Controlled Waste) Regulations 2004.  
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1.2.4 The Licensee shall ensure that waste material is only stored and/or treated within vessels 
or compounds provided with the infrastructure detailed in Table 1.2.3 and as identified on 
the Map of premises and containment infrastructure in Schedule 1.  

 

Table 1.2.3: Containment infrastructure 

Reference 
and location 
on Map of 
premises and 
containment 
infrastructure 
 

Material Requirements 

BRDA 1, 2, 3, 
4, 4X and 5 

Bauxite residue, 
oxalate and 
controlled liquid 
waste 

Low permeability clay lined with liquor collection system 
installed (pipework and decant) to transport liquor to PHDs. 
Groundwater underflow collection pipes to collect 
groundwater and relieve pressure on liners and allow 
detection of any residue liquor. Groundwater is transported 
to the PHDs. 

Fresh Water 
Lake (FWL) 

Uncontaminated 
surface water 
and 
groundwater 
from within the 
refinery lease.  

None.  

Pipehead 
Dams (PHDs) 

NVPHD – 
residue liquor 
from BRDAs 
1,2,3,4 & 4X 

 

Low permeability clay lined with a chemical grout curtain 
installed below the earth embankment to prevent 
downstream migration of high pH residue liquor. 
Depressurisation bores located upstream to ensure 
groundwater is directed to bores and not lower parts of the 
catchment. SVPHD – 

residue liquor 
from BRDA 5 

Refinery 
Catchment 
Lake (RCL) 

Recirculated 
process cooling 
water from 
Refinery, 
residue liquor 
from PHD’s and 
outflow from 
Sequence 
Batch Reactor 

Low permeability clay lined. 

Sewage 
sludge vessels 

Sewage sludge Enclosed tanks which return sludge leachate to the start of 
the Sequence Batch Reactor process. 

Solar 
Evaporation 
Ponds (SEP) 
1 and 2a 

Spent sulphuric 
and 
hydrochloric 
acid 

 HDPE lined with a permeability of 10
-9

 and slotted 
underflow pipes to collect groundwater which may impact 
on the base of the liners. 

SEP 3 Oxalate  HDPE lined with a permeability of 10
-9

 and slotted 
underflow pipes to collect groundwater which may impact 
on the base of the liners. 

 
1.2.5 The Licensee shall manage the landfilling activities to ensure: 

(a) Waste is placed in a defined trench within the defined landfill cell within BRDA 3;  
(b) Waste is covered with clean fill, bauxite residue, sand or other similar material on 

a minimum weekly basis; and  
(c) A register of waste disposed of to landfill cells is maintained.  
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1.2.6 The Licensee shall store oxalate in a manner which ensures it remains moist or 

maintained underwater or beneath a full surface cover that ensures dust is not generated. 
from oxalate storage.  
 

1.2.7 The Licensee shall ensure that the total quantity of alumina produced does not exceed 
4,700,000 tonnes per annual period. 

 
2 Emissions 
 
2.1 General 
 
2.1.1 The Licensee shall record and investigate the exceedance of any descriptive or numerical 

limit or target specified in any part of section 2 of this Licence. 
 
2.2 Point source emissions to air 

 
2.2.1 The Licensee shall ensure that where waste is emitted to air from the emission points in 

Table 2.2.1 and identified on the map of emission points in Schedule 1 it is done so in 
accordance with the conditions of this Licence.  

 

Table 2.2.1: Emission points to air 

Emission point 
reference and location 
on Map of emission 
points 

Emission Point  Emission 
point 
height (m) 

Source, including any abatement 

A1 Boiler Flue 1 76 Coal Fired Power Station Boiler 
Unit 1 via Electrostatic Precipitator 

A2 Boiler Flue 2 Coal Fired Power Station Boiler 
Unit 2 via Electrostatic Precipitator 

A3 Boiler Flue 3 Coal Fired Power Station Boiler 
Unit 3 via Electrostatic Precipitator 

A4 Digestion (RTO) 
Stack 

40 Digestion Unit 1 and 2 via RTO 

A5 Calciner Stack 1 40 Calciner 1 via Electrostatic 
Precipitator 

A6 Calciner Stack 2 40 Calciner 2 via Electrostatic 
Precipitator 

A7 Calciner Stack 3 40 Calciner 3 via Electrostatic 
Precipitator 

A8 Calciner Stack 4 40 Calciner 4 via Electrostatic 
Precipitator 

A9 Calciner Stack 5 40 Calciner 5 via Electrostatic 
Precipitator 

A10 Calciner Stack 6 60 Calciner 6 via Baghouse 

A11 Liquor Burner 
(RTO) Stack 

105 Liquor Burner Facility via 
Baghouse, wet scrubber and RTO 

A12 Cogeneration 
Plant Stack 

55 Gas-Fired Cogeneration Plant with 
Low NOx Burners 

A13 Boiler Flue 5 

90 

Multi Fuel Cogeneration Power 
Plant Boiler Unit 5, via baghouse. 
Maximum biomass fuel use of 30% 
(thermal substitution) 

A14 Boiler Flue 6 Multi Fuel Cogeneration Power 
Plant Boiler Unit 6, via baghouse. 
Maximum biomass fuel use of 30% 
(thermal substitution) 
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2.2.2 The Licensee shall target point source emissions to air at or below the levels specified in 
Table 2.2.2. 

 
Table 2.2.2: Point source emission targets to air 

Emission point 
Reference 

Parameter Target 
(including 
units)

1,2, 3
 

Averaging period 

A1 – A3  
 
 

Carbon Monoxide 88  mg/m
3
 

Stack test (30 minute average) Nitrogen Oxides  990 mg/m
3
 

Sulphur Dioxide  2200 mg/m
3
 

Fluoride  4.8 mg/m
3
 Stack test (60 minute average) 

PM 150 mg/m
3
 Stack test and CEMS (60 minute average)  

A4 Carbon Monoxide 100 mg/m
3
 Stack test (30 minute average)  

Benzene 3.5 mg/m
3
 Stack test (30 minute average) 

Mercury 67.2 mg/m
3
 

Stack test (60 minute average) Acetaldehyde 7.0 mg/m
3
 

Formaldehyde 6.3 mg/m
3
 

A5-A8 Carbon Monoxide 330 mg/m
3
 Stack test (30 minute average) 

 Nitrogen Oxides 220 mg/m
3
 

Benzene 2 mg/m
3
 

Acetaldehyde 14.4 mg/m
3
 

Stack test (60 minute average) 
Formaldehyde 11.5 mg/m

3
 

PM 250 mg/m
3
 Stack test and CEMS (60 minute average) 

A9 Carbon Monoxide 330 mg/m
3
 

Stack test (30 minute average) 
 

Nitrogen Oxides 220 mg/m
3
 

Benzene 2 mg/m
3
 

Acetaldehyde 14.4 mg/m
3
 

Stack test (60 minute average) 
Formaldehyde 11.5 mg/m

3
 

PM 150 mg/m
3
 Stack test and CEMS (60 minute average) 

A10 Carbon Monoxide 120 mg/m
3
 

Stack test (30 minute average) 
 

Nitrogen Oxides 220 mg/m
3
 

Benzene 2 mg/m
3
 

Acetaldehyde 14.4 mg/m
3
 

Stack test (60 minute average) 
Formaldehyde 11.5 mg/m

3
 

PM 80 mg/m
3
 Stack test and CEMS (60 minute average) 

A11 Carbon Monoxide 100 mg/m
3
 Stack test (30 minute average) and CEMS 

(60 minute average) 

Nitrogen Oxides 245 mg/m
3
 

Stack test (30 minute average) 
Benzene 3.5 mg/m

3
 

Acetaldehyde 7 mg/m
3
 

Stack test (60 minute average) 
Formaldehyde 6.3 mg/m

3
 

A12 Nitrogen Oxides 70mg/m
3
 Stack test (30 minute average) 

A13-A14 
 

Carbon Monoxide 100  mg/m
3
 

Stack test and CEMS (60 minute average) Nitrogen Oxides  500 mg/m
3
 

Sulphur Dioxide  600 mg/m
3
 

Fluoride  2.0 mg/m
3
 Stack test (60 minute average) 

PM 80 mg/m
3
 Stack test and CEMS (60 minute average)  

Note 1: All units are referenced to STP dry 
Note 2: Concentration units for A1-A3; A13-A14  are referenced to 7% O2. Concentration units for A5-A9 

are referenced to 6% O2. Concentration unit for A10 is referenced to 9% O2. Concentration unit for 
A12 is referenced to 15% O2. When continuous oxygen correction is not available and for 
parameters requiring CEMS, targets shall not be achieved by the addition of dilution gases 

Note 3: All targets apply during normal operating conditions 

 
2.2.3 The Licensee shall take the specified management action in the case of an event in Table 

2.2.3. 
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Table 2.2.3: Management actions 

Emission 
point 
reference 

Event/ 
action 
referen
ce 

Event Management action 

A1-A3     
A5- A11 
A13- A14 
 
 

EA1a Parameters monitored by CEMS 
exceed the target specified in 
Table 2.2.2  

The Licensee shall submit a monthly 
summary of environmental controls 
for an emission point that triggers 
EA1a or EA1b and include: 
 

(a) An analysis of the root cause(s) 
and contributing factors of the 
target exceedances; and 

(b) Short and long term corrective 
actions taken or planned to 
prevent reoccurrence of the 
exceedances, including 
timelines for implementation;  

A1-A14 EA1b Parameters monitored by stack 
tests exceed the target specified 
in Table 2.2.2  

A1-A3 
A5-A10 
A13- A14 

EA2 USEPA Performance 
Specification 11 CEMS 
correlation via manual stack 
sampling causes an exceedance 
of particulates target. 

The Licensee shall notify the CEO in 
writing 7 days prior to the 
commencement of the annual CEMS 
calibration curve correlation. 

A4 EA4 Digestion Unit 1 (RTO60) or 2 
(RTO70) average RTO bed 
temperature falls below target 
temperature in Table 2.2.4. 

The Licensee shall initiate shut down 
of the digestor RTO unit. 

A11 EA3 Online instrumentation identifies 
the failure of 3 or more 
baghouse cells. 

The Licensee shall immediately 
initiate shut down of the Liquor 
Burner. 

 
2.2.4 The Licensee shall take all practical measures to ensure that the process control 

parameters in Table 2.2.4 comply with the requirements specified in that table. 
 

Table 2.2.4.: Process controls for emissions to air 

Parameter Target Averaging period 

Digestion Unit 1 (RTO60) and 2 
(RTO70) average RTO bed temperature  

700 
o
C or greater Continuous  

 

3 Monitoring 
 
3.1 General monitoring 
 
3.1.1 The Licensee shall ensure that all laboratory samples are submitted to and tested by a 

laboratory with current NATA accreditation for the parameters being measured. 
 

3.1.2 The Licensee shall ensure that: 
(a) quarterly monitoring is undertaken at least 45 days apart;  
(b) biannual monitoring is undertaken at least 5 months apart; and 
(c) annual monitoring is undertaken at least 9 months apart. 

 
3.1.3 The Licensee shall ensure that all monitoring equipment used on the Premises to comply 

with the conditions of this Licence is calibrated in accordance with the manufacturer’s 
specifications and the requirements of the Licence and any relevant Australian standard. 

 
3.1.4 The Licensee shall, where the requirements for calibration cannot be practicably met, or a 

discrepancy exists in the interpretation of the requirements, bring these issues to the 
attention of the CEO accompanied with a report comprising details of any modifications to 
the methods. 
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3.2 Monitoring of point source emissions to air 
  
3.2.1 The Licensee shall undertake the monitoring in Table 3.2.1 according to the specifications 

in that table. 
 
Table 3.2.1: Monitoring of point source emissions to air 

Emission 
point 
reference 

Parameter Units
1, 3

 
 

Averaging period Frequency
 2

 Method 

A1 – A11 

Carbon 
Monoxide 

mg/m
3
 

g/s 

Stack Test 
(minimum 30 
minute average) 

Quarterly USEPA Method 10 

A11 
A13-A14 

CEMS (60 minute 
average) 

Continuous CEMS  

A1 – A3 
A5 – A11 
 

Nitrogen Oxides 

Stack Test 
(minimum 30 
minute average) 

Quarterly USEPA Method 7E 

A12 Biannual  

A13-A14 CEMS (60 minute 
average) 

Continuous CEMS 

A1 – A3 

Sulfur Dioxide 

Stack Test 
(minimum 30 
minute average) 

Quarterly USEPA Method 6C 

A13-A14 CEMS (60 minute 
average) 

Continuous CEMS  

A1 – A3 
A5 – A10 

PM10 Stack Test 
(minimum 60 
minute average) 

Annual 
 

USEPA Method 201A 

A1 – A3 
A5 – A10 
A13-A14 

PM 

Stack Test 
(minimum 60 
minute average) 

Annual USEPA Method 5, 17 
or 201A 

CEMS (60 minute 
average 

Continuous
4
 CEMS via suitable 

annual correlation of 
referenced particulates 

A1 – A3 
A13-A14 

Fluoride Stack Test 
(minimum 60 
minute average) 

Annual USEPA Method 26 or 
26A 

A4 – A11 Benzene Stack Test 
(minimum 30 
minute average) 

Quarterly USEPA Method 18 

A4 Mercury Stack Test 
(minimum 60 
minute average) 

Quarterly USEPA Method 29 

A1 – A3 
A5 – A10 
A13-A14 

Metals – AS, 
Be, Cd, Co, Cr, 
Cu, Hg, Mn, Ni, 
Pb, Zn 

Annual 

A4 – A11 Acetaldehyde & 
Formaldehyde 

Stack Test 
(minimum 60 
minute average) 

Quarterly USEPA SW846 
Method 0011 

A1 – A11 
A13-A14 

Total Volatile 
Organic 
Compounds 

Stack Test 
(minimum 30 
minute average) 

Annual USEPA Method 18 

Note 1: All units are referenced to STP dry 
Note 2: Monitoring shall be undertaken to reflect normal operating conditions and any limits or conditions on 

inputs or production. 
Note 3: Concentration units for A1-A3 and A13-A14 are referenced to 7% O2. Concentration units for A5-A9 

are referenced to 6% O2. Concentration unit for A10 is referenced to 9% O2. Concentration unit for 
A12 is referenced to 15% O2. When continuous oxygen correction is not available and for 
parameters requiring CEMS, targets shall not be achieved by the addition of dilution gases 

Note 4:  Continuous monitoring is required once CEMS are installed and operational in accordance with the 
CEMS Code. 
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3.2.2 The Licensee shall ensure that sampling required under Condition 3.2.1 of the Licence is 
undertaken at sampling locations in accordance with the AS 4323.1 or relevant part of the 
CEMS Code. 

 
3.2.3 The Licensee shall ensure that all non-continuous sampling and analysis undertaken 

pursuant to condition 3.2.1 is undertaken by a holder of NATA accreditation for the 
relevant methods of sampling and analysis. 

 
3.2.4 For any parameter in Table 3.2.1 requiring continuous monitoring, the Licensee shall 

ensure that the CEMS is regularly maintained and calibrated in accordance with the 
CEMS Code. 
 

3.3 Process monitoring 
 
3.3.1 The Licensee shall undertake the monitoring in Table 3.3.1 according to the specifications 

in that table. 
 

Table 3.3.1: Process monitoring 

Monitoring point 
reference  

Process 
description 

Parameter Units 
 

Frequency Method 

Digestion RTO60:  
Bed Htr A 
Bed Htr B 
Centre 

VOC destruction Temperature 
o
C Continuous None Specified 

Digestion RTO70: 
Bed Htr A 
Bed Htr B 
Centre  

VOC destruction Temperature 
o
C Continuous None Specified 

 
3.4 Ambient environmental quality  
 
3.4.1 The Licensee shall undertake the monitoring in Table 3.4.1 according to the specifications 

in that table. 
 

Table 3.4.1: Monitoring of ambient air quality 

Monitoring point 
reference and location on 
Map of ambient air 
emission monitoring sites 

Parameter Units
1
 

 
Frequency

 2
 Method 

J Sulfur dioxide ppb Continuous  
(minimum 6 
minute intervals) 

AS 3580.4.1 

Note 1: All units are referenced to ambient conditions 
Note 2: Intervals must be referenced by the end time of the interval with the first interval of a calendar day ending at 

00:06 and the last interval ending at 24:00. 
 

3.4.2 The Licensee shall ensure that the siting of ambient air monitoring equipment is in 
accordance with AS 3580.1.1. 

 
3.4.3 The Licensee shall ensure that the monitoring equipment specified in condition 3.4.1 is 

operated and calibrated in accordance with the required methodology and is maintained 
so as to provide valid data for greater than 90% of the measurement intervals in every 
calendar month, and greater than 95% of the measurement intervals over any 12 
consecutive calendar months. 

 
3.4.4 The Licensee shall target ambient concentrations in air at or below the levels specified in 

Table 3.4.2. 
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Table 3.4.2: Ambient Air Quality Targets 

Monitoring point 
reference and location on 
Map of ambient 
monitoring locations 

Parameter Target 
(including units)

1
 

Averaging period
2
 

J Sulfur dioxide 200ppb Continuous  
(1 hour average) 

Note 1: All units are referenced to ambient conditions. 
Note 2: Clock hour average. Averaging periods must be referenced by the end time of the averaging period with the first 

averaging period of a calendar day ending at 01:00am.  

 
3.4.5 The Licensee shall take the specified management action in the case of an event in Table 

3.4.3.  
 

Table 3.4.3: Management actions 

Monitoring 
point 
reference 

Event/ 
action 
reference 

Event Management action 

J EA1 The ambient 
monitoring data 
indicates an 
exceedance of 
ambient sulfur 
dioxide target 
specified in 
Table 3.4.2. 

The Licensee shall investigate the cause of the 
exceedance within 2 usual working days of the 
event and provide a report to the CEO within 5 
usual working days of the exceedance. The report 
shall contain a summary of: 
i. The date, time, location and length of the 

exceedance; 
ii. Operating conditions of the site for the 48hrs 

preceding the exceedance, including fuel 
consumption, load and coal sulphur content; 

iii. Any ambient monitoring data conducted by the 
Licensee for the 48hrs preceding the 
exceedance; 

iv. Any meteorological data conducted by the 
Licensee for the 48hrs preceding the 
exceedance;  

v. Any actions that the licensee has taken 
towards preventing, controlling or abating 
pollution or environmental harm; and  

vi. Any other factors relevant to the exceedance 
of the target. 

 
3.4.6 The Licensee shall review their operations upon notification from DER of any ambient 

target exceedance within the Collie area, as represented in the Map of ambient air 
emission monitoring sites operated and maintained by Collie airshed power generators in 
Schedule 1. The Licensee shall provide a report within 2 usual working days containing a 
summary of: 
(a) Operating conditions of the site for the 48hrs preceding and following the 

exceedance, including fuel consumption, load and coal sulphur content; 
(b) Any ambient monitoring data conducted by the Licensee for the 48hrs preceding 

and following the exceedance; 
(c) Any meteorological data conducted by the Licensee for the 48hrs preceding and 

following the exceedance;  
(d) Any actions that the licensee has taken towards preventing, controlling or 

abating pollution or environmental harm since receiving the report; and 
(e) Any other factors relevant to the exceedance of the target. 
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3.5 Meteorological monitoring 
 

3.5.1 The Licensee shall undertake the meteorological monitoring in Table 3.5.1 according to 
the specifications in that table. 

 

Table 3.5.1: Meteorological monitoring 

Monitoring point 
reference and 
location on Map of 
ambient air 
emission 
monitoring sites 
 

Parameter Units Height Method 

RMS 
 
 
 

Wind speed m/s 10 m AS 3580.14 

Wind direction Degrees 10 m 

Wind direction 
standard deviation 

Degrees 10 m 

Air temperature °C 2m 

Relative humidity % 2m 

Solar radiation W/m
2
 Not specified 

 
3.5.2 The Licensee shall ensure that the monitoring equipment is operated and calibrated in 

accordance with the required methodology and is maintained so as to provide valid data 
for greater than 90% of the measurement intervals in every calendar month, and greater 
than 95% of the measurement intervals over any 12 consecutive calendar months. 
 

3.6 Monitoring of inputs and outputs 
 

3.6.1 The Licensee shall undertake the monitoring in Table 3.6.1 according to the specifications 
in that table. 

 

Table 3.6.1: Monitoring of inputs and outputs  

Input/ 
Output 

Parameter Units 
 

Frequency 

Coal Sulfur content % by weight Every train wagon on 
delivery 

Alumina Production rates tonnes Annually 

Alumina Production rates tonnes Daily during stack 
test monitoring 
carried out in 
accordance with 
Table 3.2.1 

Biomass Thermal substitution 
of biomass (emission 
points A13 and A14) 

% Monthly 

Note 1: Composite samples shall be collected. 
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4 Improvements 
 
4.1 Improvement program 
 
4.1.1 The Licensee shall complete the improvements in Table 4.1.1 by the date of completion in Table 4.1.1. 

 
4.1.2 The Licensee, for improvements not specifically requiring a written submission, shall write to the CEO stating whether and how the Licensee is 

compliant with the improvement within one week of the completion date specified in Table 4.1.1. 
 

Table 4.1.1: Improvement program 
Improvement 
reference 

Improvement Date of 
completion 

IR1 The Licensee shall submit a final report for Version 3 of the Air Emissions Inventory as described in the Scope of Works for 
Development of “Versions 3” Air Emissions Inventory BHP Billiton Worsley Alumina Refinery Draft (ENVALL, March 2015) 

30/03/2018 

IR2 The Licensee shall submit to the CEO, a Continuous Emissions Monitoring System (CEMS) Implementation Plan for monitoring 
temperature, flow rate, oxygen, particulates, SO2 and opacity from emission points A1 to A3 where currently not available. The Plan 
shall include but not be limited to the following:  

(i) Identification of the CEMS technology of choice in accordance with the CEMS code;   
(ii) Timeframe for installation, calibration and operation of the CEMS on boilers 1-3; and 
(iii) Proposed action plan, which addresses any constraints identified, with the objective of having the CEMS technology 

identified above operational as early as possible. 

30/11/2016 

IR3 The Licensee shall submit a report containing design specifications and criteria for the RLC expansion project at least 3 months prior 
to commencement of the project . This report shall include and not be limited to: 

(i) size and extent of the proposed extension; 
(ii) updated maps; 
(iii) an updated water balance for the site; 
(iv) liner specifications and construction methods including third party construction quality assurance testing; 
(v) a description of localised hydrogeology and separation distances to surface and groundwater resources; and 
(vi) water resource protection measures employed during and post construction, including seepage management practices. 

31/01/2017 
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5  Information 
 
5.1 Records 
 
5.1.1 All information and records required by the Licence shall: 

(a) be legible; 
(b) if amended, be amended in such a way that the original and subsequent 

amendments remain legible or are capable of retrieval; 
(c) except for records listed in 5.1.1(d) be retained for at least 6 years from the date 

the records were made or until the expiry of the Licence or any subsequent 
licence; and  

(d) for those following records, be retained until the expiry of the Licence and any 
subsequent licence: 
(i) off-site environmental effects; or 
(ii) matters which affect the condition of the land or waters. 

 
5.1.2 The Licensee must submit to the CEO by 30 September after the end of the annual 

period, an Annual Audit Compliance Report indicating the extent to which the Licensee 
has complied with the Conditions in the Licence for the annual period. 

 
5.1.3 The Licensee shall implement a complaints management system that as a minimum 

records the number and details of complaints received concerning the environmental 
impact of the activities undertaken at the Premises and any action taken in response to 
the complaint. 

 
5.2 Reporting 
 
5.2.1 The Licensee shall submit to the CEO an Annual Environmental Report by 30 September 

after the end of the annual period. The report shall contain the information listed in Table 
5.2.1 in the format or form specified in that table. 

 

Table 5.2.1: Annual Environmental Report 

Condition or table  
(if relevant) 

Parameter Format or form
1
 

 
- Summary of any failure or malfunction of any pollution control 

equipment and any environmental incidents that have occurred 
during the annual period and any action taken. 

None specified 

5.1.4 Complaints summary None specified 

1.3.3 Plan of the location of landfill cells used during the annual 
reporting period 

Map 

1.3.7 Production summary of the quantity of alumina refined during 
the annual period 

None specified 

1.3.4 (c) Summary of entries into the waste register including the total 
volume of each waste type 

Table 

3.3.1 Summary of Digestor RTO bed temperature monitoring for 
each unit over the annual period 

None specified 

Table 3.2.1 Results of quarterly, biannual and annual stack testing Table and/or graph 

Summary of CEMS data 

Table 3.6.1 Summary of results for each parameter over the annual period.  None specified 

Average daily coal sulphur content for five days preceding 
stack test monitoring carried out in accordance with Table 
3.2.1(emission points A1to A3) 

Table and/or graph 

Biomass substitution during stack test monitoring carried out in 
accordance with Table 3.2.1 (emission points A13 and A14) 

Table and/or graph 

 
5.2.2 The Licensee shall ensure that the Annual Environmental Report also contains an 

assessment of the information contained within the report against previous  monitoring 
results and Licence limits and/or targets. 
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5.2.3 The Licensee shall submit the information in Table 5.2.2 to the CEO according to the 
specifications in that table. 

 

Table 5.2.2: Non-annual reporting requirements 

Condition or table  
(if relevant) 

Parameter Reporting 
period 

Reporting date 
 

Format or form
1
 

Tables 2.1.2 and 
2.1.4 

Target exceedances Quarterly Within 30 days of 
the end of the 
quarter 

ET1 

3.2.4 Relative Accuracy 
Test Audit (RATA) 

Annually in 
accordance 
with CEMS 
Code 

Within 60 
calendar days of 
the RATA  

RATA1  

- Copies of original 
monitoring reports 
submitted to the 
Licensee by third 
parties 

Not 
Applicable 

Within 14 days of 
the CEOs request 

As received by the 
Licensee from third 
parties 

Note 1:  Forms are in Schedule 2 

 
5.2.4 The Licensee shall ensure that results from CEMS are made available on request as 

tabulated data and time series graphs including: 
(a) times and dates; 
(b) unavailability of abatement; 
(c) target or limit exceedances; and 
(d) an assessment of the information contained within the report against previous 

submissions and Licence limits and/or targets. 
 
5.3 Notification 
 
5.3.1 The Licensee shall ensure that the parameters listed in Table 5.3.1 are notified to the 

CEO in accordance with the notification requirements of the table. 
 

Table 5.3.1: Notification requirements 

Condition 
or table 
(if relevant) 

Parameter  Notification requirement
1
 Format 

or form
2
 

3.1.5 Calibration report As soon as practicable. None 
specified 

2.6.2 
 

Breach of any limit specified 
in the Licence 

Part A: As soon as practicable but no 
later than 5pm on the next usual working 
day. 
 
Part B: Within 7 working days of 
becoming aware of the exceedance. 

N1 

Table 2.2.2 Exceedance of any 
descriptive or numerical 
target  

Within 30 days of becoming aware of 
the exceedance.  

ET1  
 

Note 1: Forms are in Schedule 2
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Schedule 1: Maps 
 
Map of premises and containment infrastructure 
The Premises is shown on the map below. The red line depicts the Premises boundary. 
The locations of the containment infrastructure identified in Table 1.2.3 are shown below.  

  

BRDA 4X 

BRDA 2 

BRDA 2 

RCL 

FWL 

SEP 1 

SEP 3 

SEP 2A 

Landfill 

Process 
Area 

Sewage Sludge 

Vessels 

SPHD 

NPHD 

BRDA 5 

BRDA 4 
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Map of emission points 
 
The locations of the emission points defined in Table 2.2.1 are shown below.  
 

 

A4 

A11 

A10 

A9 

A6 

A5 

A7 

A8 

A1 A2 A3 

A12 
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Map of ambient air emission monitoring sites 
 
The locations of the emission points defined in Tables 3.4.1 and 3.5.1 are shown below. 

 
Map of ambient air emission monitoring sites operated and maintained by Collie airshed power generators 

RMS 

J 
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Licence: L4504/1981/17                  Licensee: South32 Worsley Alumina Pty Ltd 
Form:  RATA1       Period :  
Name:  Monitoring of CEMS Performance 
 

Form AR2: RATA 

Emission 
point  

Parameter 
Reference 
Method 

Run Sample date & times 
Reference 
Result 

CEMS 
Result 

Unit 

A12 Carbon Monoxide 
USEPA 
Method 10 

1    

 

2    

3    

4    

5    

6    

7    

8    

9    

10    

11    

12    

Relative Accuracy  % 

Bias  % 

 
 
Signed on behalf of  South32 Worsley Alumina Pty Ltd: ……………………………………….. Date: ……………………. 
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Licence: L4504/1981/17      Licensee:   South32 Worsley Alumina Pty Ltd  
Form:  ET1       Period:      
Name:  Target exceedances 
  

Form ET1: Target exceedances  

Please provide an analysis of the target exceedances for the quarter, including but not limited to: 

(a) the emission point  

(b) the date and time of the exceedance and period over which the exceedance occurred 

(c) the root cause analysis for the exceedances; 

(d) any common or contributory factors including but not limited to fuel, mass emissions, gas flow rates, inlet & exit temperature, abatement status; 

(e) a description of remedial measures taken or planned to be taken, including those taken to prevent recurrence of the exceedances; 

(f) complaints received that may have been caused by this exceedance; and 

(g) for those exceedances that may have caused complaints, meteorological details: temperature, wind speed and wind direction, humidity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
Signed on behalf of South32 Worsley Alumina Pty Ltd: ……………………………………….. Date: ………………… 
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Licence: L4504/1981/17  Licensee: South32 Worsley Alumina Pty Ltd 
Form:  N1   Date of breach:   
 
Notification of detection of the breach of a limit  

 
These pages outline the information that the operator must provide. Units of measurement used in 
information supplied under Part A and B requirements shall be appropriate to the circumstances 
of the emission. Where appropriate, a comparison should be made of actual emissions and 
authorised emission limits. 
 

Part A  
Licence Number  

Name of operator  

Location of Premises  

Time and date of the detection   

 

Notification requirements for the breach of a limit 

Emission point reference/ source  

Parameter(s)  

Limit  

Measured value  

Date and time of monitoring  

Measures taken, or intended to 

be taken, to stop the emission 

 

 

Part B  
Any more accurate information on the matters for 

notification under Part A. 

 

 

Measures taken, or intended to be taken, to 

prevent a recurrence of the incident. 

 

 

Measures taken, or intended to be taken, to rectify, 

limit or prevent any pollution of the environment 

which has been or may be caused by the emission. 

 

 

 

The dates of any previous N1 notifications for the 

Premises in the preceding 24 months. 

 

 

 

 

Name  

Post  

Signature on behalf of: 

BHP Billiton South32 Worsley Alumina Pty Ltd 

 

Date  
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Decision Document 
 

Environmental Protection Act 1986, Part V 
 
 
 

Proponent: South32 Worsley Alumina Pty Ltd 
 

Licence: L4504/1981/17 

 

 
Registered office: Gastaldo Road 

ALLANSON WA 6225 
 
ACN: 008 905 155 
  
Premises address: Worsley Alumina Refinery 

Lease No 3116/7574 Gastaldo Road 
WORSLEY WA 6225 
Being Wellington Locations 5314-5317 on Deposited Plan 220209 
 

Issue date: 24 September 2015 
 
Commencement date:   1 October 2015 
 
Expiry date: 30 September 2024 
  
  
Decision 
 
Based on the assessment detailed in this document the Department of Environment Regulation 
(DER) has decided to issue an amended licence. DER considers that in reaching this decision it 
has taken into account all relevant considerations. 
 
 
Decision Document prepared by:  Cristina Angel 

Senior Licensing Officer 
 
 
Decision Document authorised by: Jonathan Bailes 

Delegated Officer   
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Contents 
 
1 Purpose of this Document 2 
2 Administrative summary 3 
3 Executive summary of proposal and assessment 4 
4 Decision table 6 
5  Advertisement and consultation table 9 
6.  Risk Assessment 10 
Appendix 1 – Point Source Emissions to Air (MFC Power Plant 11 
 

1 Purpose of this Document 
 
This decision document explains how DER has assessed and determined the application and 
provides a record of DER’s decision-making process and how relevant factors have been taken 
into account.  Stakeholders should note that this document is limited to DER’s assessment and 
decision making under Part V of the Environmental Protection Act 1986.  Other approvals may be 
required for the proposal, and it is the proponent’s responsibility to ensure they have all relevant 
approvals for their Premises. 
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2 Administrative summary 
 

Administrative details 
 

Application type 

 
Works Approval  
New Licence  
Licence amendment  
Works Approval amendment  

Activities that cause the premises to become 
prescribed premises 
 

Category number(s) 
Assessed design 
capacity  

46 4.7 million tonnes per year 

52 260 Mega Watts per year 

53 65000 tonnes per year 

61 100 tonnes per year 

63 15000 tonnes per year 

54 270 cubic metres per day 

89 500 tonnes per year 

Application verified 

Application fee paid 

Date: 5 August 2016 

Date: 26 August 2016 

Works Approval has been complied with 

Compliance Certificate received 

Yes  No  N/A  

 
Yes  No  N/A  

Commercial-in-confidence claim  Yes  No  

Commercial-in-confidence claim outcome 
 
 

Is the proposal a Major Resource Project? Yes  No  

Was the proposal referred to the Environmental 
Protection Authority (EPA) under Part IV of the 
Environmental Protection Act 1986? 

Yes  No  

Referral decision No: 1526 

Managed under Part V     

Assessed under Part IV   

Is the proposal subject to Ministerial Conditions? Yes  No  

Ministerial statement No: 423, 
719 and 751 
EPA Report No: 
 

Does the proposal involve a discharge of waste 
into a designated area (as defined in section 57 
of the Environmental Protection Act 1986)? 

Yes  No  

Department of Water consulted   Yes     No  

Is the Premises within an Environmental Protection Policy (EPP) Area   Yes  No   

 

Is the Premises subject to any EPP requirements?     Yes  No  
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3 Executive summary of proposal and assessment 
 
South32 Worsley Alumina Pty Ltd (the Licence Holder) operates the Worsley Alumina Refinery 
located approximately 15 kilometers (km) northwest of Collie on the Darling Plateau within the 
Augustus (minor) and Brunswick (major) river water catchments and the Collie (minor) and 
Bunbury (major) airsheds. The refinery is principally surrounded by State forest with some broad 
scale farming properties, including isolated farmhouses.  The nearest residence is approximately 
7km from the refinery boundary, and the nearest urban location is Allanson approximately 11km 
south of the refinery.  Construction of the refinery commenced in 1980, and the first alumina was 
produced in April 1984.  The key legislative framework over the premises is the Alumina Refinery 
(Worsley) Agreement Act 1973 (as amended) (the Agreement Act) and Ministerial Statement 719 
(as amended) issued under Part IV of the Environmental Protection Act 1986 (EP Act). 

The refinery turns crushed bauxite into calcined alumina via the Bayer process. The extended 
Bayer process used at Worsley has the following key elements; 

 Grinding –  Bauxite is delivered to the refinery via overland conveyor from the Boddington 
Bauxite operations. It then passes through a crushing/grinding circuit; 

 Digestion – Crushed/ground bauxite is mixed with caustic at high temperature and 
pressure liberating odorous volatile organic compounds; 

 Clarification – Washing, settlement, and filtration of digested liquor (and diversion of “red 
mud” to Bauxite Residue Disposal Areas (BRDAs)); 

 Precipitation/Seed Preparation – The clarified liquor is cooled and seeded with 
precipitation of hydrated alumina crystals;  

 Liquor Burning – Liquor and oxalate streams are passed through a high-temperature 
furnace to remove dissolved organic material and destroy oxalate;  

 Calcination – Dehydration of hydrated alumina in high-temperature furnace to produce 
calcined alumina (a fine white powder); and 

 Bauxite Residue Drying Area – Residual sand and mud (bauxite residue) from the 
process is pumped as an alkaline slurry to the residue drying area where excess caustic 
and liquor is collected and recycled through the process. Sodium oxalate which cannot be 
treated by the Liquor Burner is also stored in the bauxite residue drying areas. 
 

The final calcined alumina product is stored on site before transport via rail to the Port of Bunbury 
for export.  
 
The alumina refining process produces point source and broad scale gaseous and particulate 
emissions.  Point source air emissions occur from digestion, calcination, liquor burning and power 
generating activities through 12 key stacks. Emissions of significance from the point sources 
include carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides, sulfur dioxide, particulates, Volatile Organic 
Compounds (VOCs), mercury and greenhouse gases. Pollution control equipment has been 
installed at the majority of the point sources. Equipment installed includes Electrostatic 
Precipitators (ESP), Regenerative Thermal Oxidiser (RTO’s), wet scrubber, baghouses and low 
NOx burners. The Licence Holder maintains an air emissions inventory and commissioned a 
“Health Risk & Toxicological Assessment – Worsley Expansion Emissions” (Toxikos, April 2005) 
to predict the air emission impact as a result of increasing production to 4.7 million tonnes per 
year. 
 
Fugitive particulate emissions and contaminated water and slurry are other emissions of 
significance for the premises. Fugitive particulate sources include bauxite grinding, bauxite and 
coal handling and stockpiles, hydrate stockpiles, rail loading and BRDAs. The BRDAs are the 
most significant of these sources as they cover the majority of the cleared area of the premises.  
The Licence Holder operates two high-volume dust samplers near the premises boundary to 
monitor particulate emissions in accordance with requirements of Ministerial Statement 719. 
 
Storage of contaminated waste slurry in BRDAs and contaminated surface runoff present a 
ground and surface water contamination risk. This risk is managed through operating a closed 
water circuit with all contaminated water directed to a central storage area (Refinery Catchment 
Lake, RCL) and uncontaminated water directed to a separate temporary storage area (Fresh 
Water Lake, FWL) away from production areas. The BRDAs have low permeability clay liners with 
two under drainage systems which separate uncontaminated groundwater beneath the BRDA 
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from potentially contaminated seepage via a network of underflow collection pipes.  The under 
drainage systems are separated by a clay drainage blanket. Seepage is directed to downstream 
pipehead dams where it is collected and returned to the process via the RCL. The 
uncontaminated groundwater is collected, monitored and if contamination is not detected it is 
directed into the FWL. Regular groundwater monitoring is undertaken across the premises, 
including below the BRDAs, to detect contamination, seepage and changes in water quality in 
accordance with a Water Resources Management Plan required by Ministerial Statement 719. 
 
In addition to alumina refining and power generation, other activities occurring on the premises 
include flyash disposal, the operation of a landfill, liquid waste disposal and sewage treatment. 
Flyash is generated from coal-fired power generation with captured flyash being disposed within 
specified areas of the BRDA’s. The site landfill has also been established on a decommissioned 
BRDA. The landfill accepts inert and putrescible wastes generated on the site for disposal. The 
landfill also has a wet dump area which can accept wastewater generated off-site from pressure 
testing of refurbished tube heaters from the digestion part of the process. The landfill is equipped 
with an extensive leachate recovery system. Domestic grey water and sewage generated on the 
premises is directed to a Sequential Batch Reactor (SBR) waste water treatment plant with 
treatment via an extended aeration, activated sludge process. Treated water is discharged to the 
RCL for reuse in the Refinery.  
  
This licence is the result of an amendment sought by the Licence Holder to: 

 Include Boiler 5 and Boiler 6 from the new Multi-Fuel Cogeneration (MFC) power plant 
onto the licence.  

 Extend the RCL and to accept water from the nearby Harris and Wellington dams into the 
RCL for use in bauxite refining. 

 Remove ambient air monitoring stations Willis and 303.  

 Remove annual stack testing for fluoride in the powerhouse, stack testing for PM where 
particulate CEMS are in place, and quarterly testing for mercury in the digestion RTO. 

 Remove testing and targets for benzene, acetaldehyde, and formaldehyde in calcination, 
the liquor burner, and digestion RTO.  

 Increase the sulfur dioxide target for Boiler 5 and Boiler 6.  

 Consolidate monitoring and reporting requirements for point source emissions to air.  
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4 Decision table 
 
All applications are assessed in line with the Environmental Protection Act 1986, the Environmental Protection Regulations 1987 and DER’s Operational 
Procedure on Assessing Emissions and Discharges from Prescribed Premises.   Where other references have been used in making the decision, they are 
detailed in the decision document. 
 

DECISION TABLE  

Works 
Approval  / 
Licence 
section  

Condition 
number

 

W = Works Approval 
L= Licence    

Justification (including risk description & decision methodology where relevant) 
 

Reference 
documents 
 

Definitions and 
Interpretation 

L1.1.2 
L1.1.5 

Condition 1.1.2 has been updated to remove definitions no longer used in the licence and 
to add new definitions in accordance with changes made the licence. 
 
Condition 1.1.5 has been removed as it contained explanatory text only. 

 

General 
conditions 

L1.2.1- L1.2.3 These conditions have been removed in accordance with administrative changes 
implemented within DER: 

 Condition1.2.1 has been removed as the outcome that must be achieved or the 
measures required to achieve compliance are unclear. 

 Condition 1.2.2 has been removed as it is the Licence Holder’s responsibility to 
ensure that they comply with the legislative requirements for secondary activities 
such as the handling and storage of environmentally hazardous materials. 
Unauthorised discharges of environmentally hazardous materials are subject to 
the provisions of the Environmental Protection (Unauthorised Discharges) 
Regulations 2004. 

 Condition 1.2.3 has been removed as it is not sufficiently clear or certain. The 
condition does not specify what stormwater infrastructure is required to be 
constructed and maintained, or what specific management actions are required. 
Contaminated stormwater has previously been assessed as posing a moderate 
risk.  The Delegated Officer has considered whether the risk profile of the 
premises has significantly changed since the previous licence was granted, and 
no changes have been identified. Uncontaminated stormwater is currently 
diverted to the fresh water lake, and all potentially contaminated stormwater is 
diverted to the Refinery Catchment Lake (RCL) where it is recirculated through 
the refinery process. On this basis, this condition has been removed. The 

DER public 
website at: 
www.der.wa.gov.
au 

 

Environmental 
Protection Act 
1986    

 
Environmental 
Protection 
(Unauthorised 
Discharge) 
Regulations 2004 

http://www.der.wa.gov.au/
http://www.der.wa.gov.au/
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DECISION TABLE  

Works 
Approval  / 
Licence 
section  

Condition 
number

 

W = Works Approval 
L= Licence    

Justification (including risk description & decision methodology where relevant) 
 

Reference 
documents 
 

substantive offences of the EP Act provide enforceable prohibitions for 
discharges of contaminated stormwater that result in pollution or environmental 
harm. 

Point source 
emissions to 
air including 
monitoring  

L2.2.1 - L2.2.3 
L3.2.1 
 

The assessment of point source emissions to air from Boiler 5 and Boiler 6 of the MFC 
power plant has been included in the licence as part of this amendment.  Details of DER’s 
decision making are included in Appendix A. 

 

Ambient 
environmental 
monitoring 

L3.4.1 
L3.4.4 
L3.4.5 

The Licence Holder has requested that ambient monitoring stations Willis (“W”) and “303” 
are removed from the licence. Ambient monitoring station 303 is within the refinery 
boundary and data obtained from it is not suitable to measure exceedances of the 
ambient NEPM standard for SO2. The siting for this monitor does not meet the siting 
requirements specified under AS/NZS 3580.1.1:2016 Methods for sampling and analysis 
of ambient air-Guide to siting air monitoring equipment, and the validity of readings from 
the monitor may be further limited by this factor. Based on the fact that the monitor is 
within the premises boundary and does not comply with the relevant standard, the 
Delegated Officer has determined that it can be removed from the licence. 

 

The Willis station which is situated 15km west of the premises. A review of the data 
provided since 2001 when monitoring commenced has shown that SO2 levels at this 
location are consistently below the NEPM standard. The property where this monitor is 
located has recently been sold by the Licence Holder. From a human health and 
environmental risk perspective, the Delegated Officer considers that the requirement to 
continue monitoring at this location is not justified. Whilst the Delegated Officer has 
determined to remove the monitoring stations; it is noted that the premises are part of the 
industry-led Collie Air Shed Study and that data from both these stations formed part of 
the study scope and may provide useful data for the study. Therefore, the Licence Holder 
should consult with the study Scientific Director before removing these stations. DER will 
notify the study Scientific Director of the intention to remove these stations from the 
licence. 

AS/NZS 
3580.1.1:2016  
Methods for 
sampling and 
analysis of 
ambient air-
Guide to siting air 
monitoring 
equipment 

Monitoring of L3.3.1 Condition 3.6.1 is included in the current licence to replace conditions 3.1.3 and 5.2.2(a)  
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DECISION TABLE  

Works 
Approval  / 
Licence 
section  

Condition 
number

 

W = Works Approval 
L= Licence    

Justification (including risk description & decision methodology where relevant) 
 

Reference 
documents 
 

inputs and 
outputs 

L3.6.1 
L5.2.2(a) 

from the previous licence version, which were not specific as to the information that was 
required to be monitored. Information on specific production, process, and operational 
parameters is necessary for the assessment of emissions monitoring data and 
environmental performance data provided through existing licence conditions. 

Improvements L4.1.2 Condition 4.1.2 has been amended to include improvement requirement IR3 specifying 
the submission of information for the incorporation of an existing pond (Water Body 1 in 
the map in Schedule 1) into the Catchment Refinery Lake system for the storage of 
contaminated process water. Although groundwater is managed in accordance with the 
Water Resources Management Plan developed under Ministerial Statement 719, there is 
the potential for seepage of water from the pond to contaminate groundwater. The 
Delegated Officer has determined that further information is required for an environmental 
risk assessment to be carried out for this aspect. 

 

Information L5.1.2 
L5.13 
 

Reporting condition 5.1.2 has been removed to reflect changes implemented through 
Departmental reform. The condition is not enforceable, and the requirements for 
compliance are not clear.  It is not a defence to offences under the EP Act for the Licence 
Holder to claim they were unaware of licence conditions. 
 
Condition 5.1.3 and Table 5.2.1 have been amended to separate the AACR from the AER 
in accordance with DER Guidance Statement on Publication of Annual Audit and 
Compliance Reports. Table 5.2.1 has also been updated to include the reporting of 
process monitoring specified in new condition 3.6.1. 

DER Guidance 
Statement: 
Publication of 
Annual Audit and 
Compliance 
Reports 

Notification L5.3.1 Condition 5.3.1 has been simplified to provide consolidation of reporting requirements as 
they apply to numerical or descriptive target exceedances. Monthly reporting allows for 
the Licence Holder to determine the validity of the exceedances and provide meaningful 
information about the causes, validity, management actions taken, and impacts / 
outcomes. The Licence Holder is still obliged under Section 72 of the Environmental 
Protection Act 1986 to report all exceedances which have the ability to cause 
environmental harm or pollution, For further information on reporting on pollution can be 
found at www.der.wa.gov.ai/your-environment/reporting-pollution.  

Section 72 of 
Environmental 
Protection Act 
1986. 

http://www.der.wa.gov.ai/your-environment/reporting-pollution
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5  Advertisement and consultation table 
 
 

Date Event Comments received/Notes  How comments were taken into consideration 

20 October 
2016 

Proponent sent a copy of draft 
instrument 

The Licensee identified typographical errors 
in Table 2.2.2 (NOx, CO and CEMS 
averaging period for Boiler 5 and Boiler 6 
emission targets). 
 
The Licensee advised they would have 
difficulty providing accurate coal sulfur feed 
rates during stack testing events as there is 
a delay between coal testing and firing of 
the coal in the boilers of up to five days. 

The Boiler 5 and Boiler 6 NOx and CO emission 
targets were changed to reflect the works approval 
and commissioning data sets. 
 
 
The draft condition was amended to require the test 
data for sulfur in coal to be provided for up to five 
days prior to a stack testing event. 
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6.  Risk Assessment  
Note: This matrix is taken from the DER Corporate Policy Statement No. 07 - Operational Risk Management 

 
 
 

Table 1: Emissions Risk Matrix 
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Appendix 1 – Point Source Emissions to Air (MFC Power Plant) 
 

Environmental approval under Part IV of the Environmental Protection Act 1986 was granted by 
the EPA in September 2007 to increase production to 4.4Mtpa of alumina under (Ministerial 
Statement No. 751). This expansion required the construction of a new Multi-Fuel Cogeneration 
(MFC) power plant to cater for the increased electrical power and steam requirements of the 
expansion. 

 

The use of coal in the MFC power plant (Boilers 5 and 6) was assessed under Works Approvals 
W4430/2008/1 and W4432/2008/1 granted by DER in August 2008. In April 2011, the Licence 
Holder submitted a revised works approval application, requesting to use a coal and biomass 
mixture (70:30 ratios) as a fuel source in each of the MFC boilers. The works approval 
amendment assessments considered the specifications (physical and chemical) required for 
biomass to be used as a suitable fuel source, the supply sources, transportation and delivery 
methods, and mixed fuel ratios and predicted emissions when co-firing. 
 
Boilers 5 and 6 have been commissioned using a 100% coal feed, and Boiler 5 has been 
commissioned using a coal and biomass mix (commissioning was undertaken with only 20% 
biomass rather than the proposed 30% biomass).   

 

Emission: The main emissions of concern from the two multi-fuel boilers are sulfur dioxide (SO2), 
nitrogen dioxide (NO2), and particulate emissions (PM). Other emissions include fluoride (F), 
volatile organic compounds (VOC), and metals such as cadmium and mercury. Carbon monoxide 
(CO) is also an emission of significant and can be used as a de-facto measure of combustion 
efficiency within the boilers. 

 

As assessed in the works approval applications there will be no net increase in SO2, NO2 or PM 
point source emissions from the operation of the new MFC power plant as efficiencies will be 
gained through the production expansion project (Strategen, 2008). A slight decrease was 
expected in combustion gases; however, CO and VOC emissions were expected to increase 
marginally (30-40tpa). Table 1 below shows the expected point source emission targets proposed 
and those realised during commissioning for both Boiler 5 and Boiler 6. 

 

Table 1: Average point source emissions from Boiler 5 and Boiler 6 (results 
presented in mg/m

3
) 

 

Source Particulates 
(PM10) 

NOx as 
NO2

 
CO SO2 VOC as n-

hexane 
Mercury Fluoride 

Targets proposed 
in Works 
Approval 
application

1
 

20 500 100 400-
600 

NA NA 5 

Boiler 5- 100% 
Coal feed

2
 

2 280 16 440 <1 0.0016 0.28 

Boiler 6- 100% 
Coal feed

3
 

2 290 19 460 <1 0.0008 0.13 

Boiler 5- 
coal/biomass 
mixture feed

4
 

2 190 67 230 2.9 0.0025 0.18 

Boiler 6- 
coal/biomass 
mixture feed 

NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 

Note 1: source: p 22, Worsley Alumina Bauxite Alumina Project- production rate Increase to 4.7MTpa, Strategen, 2008 

Note 2: source: Boiler 5- Commissioning on 100% Coal, South32 Worsley Alumina Pty Ltd, Collie September  2015  

Note 3: source: Boiler 6- MFC Boiler 6 Commissioning 100% Coal, South32 Worsley Alumina Pty Ltd, Collie July 2016 

Note 4: source: Boiler 5- Commissioning on Biomass, South32 Worsley Alumina Pty Ltd, Collie January 2016  

 

Impact: reduced air quality from emissions from the operation of MFC power plant. A review of the 
likely air quality impact was performed as part of the approval for the increase in production to 
4.7Mtpa and included the operation of Boilers 5 and Boiler 6. This review, summarised in Table 2 
below shows that while emissions are significant,  maximum ground level concentrations (GLCs) 
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of combined sources are not predicted to exceed the1-hour NEPM guideline; the 24-hour NEPM 
guideline, or of the Annual NEPM guideline for the main air pollutants. 

 

Table 2: Predicted maximum ground level concentrations of key contaminants at 
sensitive receptors within 15 km of Worsley Alumina Refinery

1
 

Contaminant Average 
Time 

NEPM 
Guideline 
(µg/m3) 

Maximum ground level concentration (µg/m3) at 4.7Mtpa 

Worsley Alumina 
Refinery 

Combined Worsley Alumina 
Refinery and Collie Sources 

SO2 1 hour 570 114 149 

24 hour 230 18 25 

Annual 57 1.2 1.9 

NO2 1 hour 250 49 49.3 

Annual 62 0.7 0.6 

PM10 24 hour 50 4.8 (includes fugitives) 11.8 (includes fugitives) 

Note 1: source: Environmental Assessment Report Version 5 

 

Licence Holder controls: 

 Boilers 5 and 6 are fitted with baghouses to reduce particulate emissions and emissions 
are monitored using continuous emission monitors (CEMS); 

 Planned baghouse and boiler maintenance are carried out; 

 SO2 emissions are influenced by the sulfur content of coal. Blending of coal or control of 
feed rates can be employed to reduce sulfur emissions; 

 The Licence Holder has development and implemented an Air Quality Management Plan. 

 

Risk Assessment 

Consequence: Moderate 

Likelihood: Possible 

Risk Rating: Moderate 

 

Regulatory Controls: 

 Boilers 5 and 6 have added as point source emission sources A13 and A14 in condition 
2.2.1 (Table 2.2.1). The boilers have been specified as using a maximum 30% (thermal 
substitution) of biomass fuel. This is consistent with the amended works approvals. 
Although Boiler 5 was commissioned on biomass at 20% substitution, the emissions 
testing has demonstrated that key emissions are lower when using a biomass/coal mix. 
Given the identical design of the two boilers the Delegated Officer has determined that 
Boiler 6 can also be fired on biomass. Condition 3.6.1 has been included to require the 
Licence Holder to monitor the thermal substitution of biomass fuel used in the MFC 
boilers. 

 Condition 2.2.2 has been amended to include emission targets for emission points A13 
and A14 as specified by the Licence Holder in the works approval assessments. The 
Licence Holder has requested to have the proposed target at Boiler 5 and Boiler 6 for SO2 
emissions is increased from 600mg/m

3
 as specified in the works approval to 800mg/m

3
. 

The 600mg/m
3 
target was derived from a high sulfur coal content of 0.6%. The Licence 

Holder has reported that current coal sulfur levels vary between 0.3% to a maximum of 
0.9%. The Delegated Officer has determined to keep the target at 600mg/m

3
. 

Management actions in response to target exceedances (Table 2.2.3) have been 
amended to reduce the reporting burden. The Delegated Officer notes that the emissions 
targets will be reviewed on completion of version 3 of the Air Emissions Inventory 
condition 4.1.2 IR1) and the industry-funded study into SO2 emissions in the Collie 
airshed. Condition 3.6.1 has been included in the licence to require the Licence Holder to 
monitor the coal sulfur content as part of the monitoring of SO2 emissions. 

 Condition 3.2.1 has been updated to include emission points A13 and A14 in the 
premises monitoring program. 

 Conditions 3.4.1 to 3.4.3 specify ambient air quality monitoring and conditions 3.4.4 and 
3.4.5 specify ambient SO2 targets and management actions. Condition 3.5.1 requires the 
Licence Holder to undertake meteorological monitoring to help interpret ambient 
monitoring data. 
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Residual Risk  

Consequence: Moderate 

Likelihood: Possible 

Risk Rating: Moderate 

 

References: 

 Annual Environmental Report FY201 Worsley Alumina, South32 Worsley Alumina 
September 2015 

 Environmental Assessment Report Version 5, Department of Environment and 
Conservation, Sept 2005; 

 Ministerial Statement 719; 

 Scope of Works for the Development of “Versions 3” Air Emissions Inventory BHP Billiton 
Worsley Alumina Refinery Draft (ENVALL, March 2015) 

 Worsley Alumina Pty Ltd – Air Emissions Impact Assessment Project, Air Emissions 
Inventory Version 2, ChemSearch, September 2007;  

 Worsley Alumina Pty Ltd, Air Quality Management Plan, 2011; and 

 Worsley Alumina Bauxite Alumina Project- production rate Increase to 4.7MTpa, 
Strategen, 2008 
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